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Abstract

In large organisations today the amount of products is numerous and it is challenging for senior
management to have proper control and understanding over all products. As the product is the most
important aspect for an organisation to consider, senior management must have ability to manage
investments on products and follow development of product related indicators. Managing products as
investment on portfolio level, where products are divided into a limited amount of portfolios is a solution
for achieving decent control over product investments on senior management level.
Product portfolio management is decision making oriented, where the goal is to make the best possible
strategic and financial decisions when allocating constraint resources across the entire product portfolio.
The product portfolio management aims to increase strategic fit of chosen new product projects, balance
in product portfolio and maximizing value of the products. The product portfolio management is
constantly ongoing, cross-functional decision making function which is present in all lifecycle states of
the portfolios.
In this research the product portfolios are seen as investments for mainly internal use of a decision
making process. The product portfolios are items that are embodied into the case company’s product data
management system and the product portfolios have own lifecycle states. Approach in this research is
constructive, where a current state of the case company is analysed and based on the analysis and the
literature review a construction is established. The Research questions are:
1) What are the required product structures in product data management systems to support product
portfolio management practices?
2) What are the information elements and their lifecycle states and what they should be in product data
management systems to support product portfolio decisions?
Results of this research are the current state analysis committed in the case company and the construction
of product portfolio management structure and lifecycle states. In the construction a portfolio package is
defined. The portfolio package is the item used for embodying portfolios into the information systems. An
information model for implementing the portfolio packages into the product data management system is
introduced. The construction also presents product structure for implementing the portfolio package into
the product data management system. Relation of lifecycle states between the portfolio package and other
items in a product hierarchy is assessed in a nested lifecycle model. Two models, required and
recommended, are suggested for the company to consider for managing the lifecycle of the portfolio
package item. All the results are validated from several perspectives.
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Tiivistelmä

Tänä päivänä suurilla yrityksillä on lukematon määrä tuotteita, joka muodostaa haasteen ylimmälle
johdolle ylläpitää hallintaa ja ymmärrystä kaikista tuotteista. Tuote on yrityksessä kaikkein tärkein tekijä,
joten ylimmälläkin johdolla on oltava kyky hallita tuotteita, jotta strategisen tason päätöksillä voidaan
tehokkaasti vaikuttaa yrityksen tuotetarjontaan. Ylimmällä johdolla tulee olla mahdollisuus hallita
tuoteinvestointeja ja seurata uusien tuotteiden valintaprosessia. Hallitsemalla tuotteita investointeina,
jotka ovat jaoteltu rajalliseen määrään tuoteportfolioita, on ratkaisu tuotetason hallinnan saavuttamiseksi
ylimmälle johdolle.
Tuoteportfoliohallinta on päätöksentekosuuntautunut toiminto, jossa tavoitteena on tehdä parhaita
mahdollisia strategisia ja taloudellisia päätöksiä resurssien allokoimiseksi koko tuoteportfolion tuotteiden
kesken. Tuoteportfoliohallinnalla tavoitellaan uusien tuoteprojektien strategisen sopivuuden
varmistamista, tasapainoa erilaisten tuotteiden kesken tuoteportfoliossa ja tuotteiden arvon
maksimoimista. Tuoteportfoliohallinta on jatkuvaa, eri toimintojen välistä päätöksentekoa, joka on läsnä
kaikissa tuotteiden elinkaaren vaiheissa.
Tässä tutkimuksessa tuoteportfoliot nähdään sijoituksina, joita käytetään yrityksen sisäisessä
päätöksentekoprosessissa. Tuoteportfoliot ovat muodostettuina yrityksen tuotetietojärjestelmään ja
portfolioilla on elinkaaritilansa. Tutkimusote työssä on konstruktiivinen, jossa aluksi analysoidaan caseyrityksen nykytilaa aiheeseen liittyen ja luodaan konstruktio nykytilan ja teorian pohjalta. Tutkimuksen
tutkimuskysymykset ovat:
1) Mitä ovat
tukemiseksi?

tarvittavat

tuoterakenteet

tuotetiedonhallintajärjestelmässä

tuoteportfoliohallinnan

2) Mitä ovat informaatioelementit ja niiden elinkaaritilat ja mitä niiden tulisi olla tuotetietojärjestelmässä
tuoteportfoliohallinnan tukemiseksi?
Tutkimuksen tulokset ovat nykytila-analyysi yrityksessä ja muodostettu konstruktio, joka sisältää
tuoteportfoliohallinnan rakenteen ja elinkaaritilamallit. Konstruktiossa esitellään portfoliopaketin
konsepti, jota käytetään muodostamaan portfoliot tuotetiedonhallintajärjestelmään. Informaatiomalli
portfoliopakettien luomiseksi järjestelmään esitellään työssä. Konstruktio esittelee myös millaiseen
tuoterakenteeseen tuoteportfolio soveltuu. Portfoliopaketin ja siihen liittyvien objektien elinkaaritilojen
analyysi esitellään konstruktiossa, josta muodostetaan portfoliopaketille kaksi elinkaaritilamallia. Lopuksi
tutkimuksen tuloksia arvioidaan eri näkökulmista.

Muita tietoja

Hakusanoja: Tuoteportfolionhallinta, Tuoteportfolio, Tuotehallinta, Tuotetiedonhallinta
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Today’s accelerated speed of business life has changed the way of work. Rapidly
changing technologies, shortened product lifecycles and continuously raising global
competition have been pushing companies to really focus on in which businesses they
spend their money and resources. Well considered choices in this area are the way to the
success. Portfolio management over products is becoming one of the most relevant
senior management decision making functions as it focuses on managing products as
investments, allocating resources and ensuring strategic fit of products. (Cooper et al.
2001a) Managing a portfolio of company’s products is not different from managing an
investment portfolio. The portfolio of the company should represent the overall strategy
of the company. (Haines 2009)
Managing portfolio effectively requires active product portfolio management, constant
reviewing, measuring performance and ability to rebalance the portfolio when it is
needed. In product portfolio management product decisions are made within the context
of entire budget of products within the portfolio. Product portfolio management is also
about lifecycle management of portfolio level items, where the major lifecycle decisions
are made. (Haines 2009) The lifecycle state information and the actual portfolios are
created and stored in a product data management system (Sääksvuori & Immonen
2008).
Lifecycle management is an activity focusing on managing different lifecycle phases of
an item, like product. The lifecycle starts from the birth of an idea and ends to the
obsolescence of an item. Between the beginning and the end there are several steps
depending on a company’s needs for controlling and following the progress of an item.
(Stark 2011) Lifecycle management exists on all levels of product hierarchy from
product family or portfolio to component level (Tolonen et al. 2014). Normally lifecycle
management focuses on product level lifecycle, but the lifecycle should exist also on
portfolio level. A change in a lifecycle state can be initiated from maturity of item, for
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example development progress has come to an end, or from decision made in portfolio
or product management teams. (Haines 2009)
Product data management is a concept of controlling products, product related data and
product structure. When portfolio acts as a grouping of products it is relevant
information to have in product data management system. Information of a single
portfolio is also stored to product data management system with relationships to defined
products. Lifecycle information is stored in the product data management system for all
items in different levels of hierarchy. (Sääksvuori & Immonen 2008)
This research focuses on product portfolio management as a way for managing
investments on products, and relationship of product portfolio management to product
data management. Additionally lifecycle management of portfolio level items is
examined in the research. This research shows how portfolio item, as a grouping of
products, can be implemented into company’s product data management system and
what kind of lifecycle models are possible for the portfolio to achieve active product
portfolio management.

1.2 Research Scope and Objectives
The main scope of the research is product portfolio management. Issues and challenges
are studied from product portfolio management perspective. In this research the focus is
on decision making, portfolio level lifecycle management, financial portfolio follow-up
and product data management practices. In this research product portfolio is seen as a
company’s internal matter. In this case it is not related to sales portfolio, which is shown
to a customer. Product portfolio management has similar activities with product
management, but portfolio management focuses only on portfolio level management.
From the lifecycle point of view this research focuses on the part where the commitment
decision for a product has been made and product is active in the company. The early
steps of product development, like idea screening and business case generation, are not
relevant in this research.
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The research is constructive research performed in one case company. As the company
where the research is committed is classified as large manufacturer headquartered in the
Northern Europe. The case company is working in business to business field, it is also
restraining the scope of this research on large companies that are offering notable
amount of products with services. Products include hardware, software and services and
the entire product offering is customised for every customer case. Normally one sales
case includes several products together with agreement on services. In the case
company product portfolio management practices are constantly developed and
implemented and the research is contributing the implementation of product portfolio
management.
The research includes two research questions on the topic of product portfolio
management requirements for product data management. The first research question is
focusing on the way how product portfolio management can be set up to product data
management system including data object and product structure.
RQ1: What are the required product structures in PDM systems to support product
portfolio management practices?
The second question focuses on lifecycle states and information related to lifecycle in
product data management system to support analysis and decision making process. The
view point is how to get the lifecycle states and related information to support active
product portfolio decisions of portfolio management level.
RQ2: What are the information elements and their lifecycle states and what they should
be in PDM systems to support product portfolio decisions?

1.3 Research Process
Research approach in this study is constructive. Constructive approach is suitable for
this kind of research where qualitative research is needed. The goal of constructive
approach is to solve problems through diagrams, models, plans, frameworks and
organisations. It has been stated that successful construction includes four factors:
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Innovative solution to real-world problem, demonstration of usability and theoretical
connections of the research and examination of potential for more general adequacy of
the research. (Kasanen et al. 1993). Lukka (2000) adds fifth factor: close co-operation of
researcher and case company representatives, which supports learning by experience.
The key elements of constructive research approach are visualised in the figure 1 based
on Lukka (2001).

The practical significance
of problem and solution

Usability of the solution
in real-world

Construction
(Solution for the problem)

Connection to earlier
theory

Theoretical contribution
of the research

Figure 1: The key elements of constructive research approach (Lukka 2001)

The research starts with literature review, which includes relevant topics on the area of
the subject. Literature review is presented in the scope of this research, where the focus
is on managing product portfolios as investments and how to manage lifecycles of
portfolios. The literature review sets the context for the research.
On the second part of the research the background and current state of product portfolio
management issues are presented. Presentation includes study of product portfolio
management and product data management system practices, decision making and
lifecycle state procedures and stakeholder concerns. The purpose of current state
analysis is to underline issues for improvement and set background information on the
topic in the case company.
The construction of the research is presented in the chapter four. The constructed
product portfolio management structure and lifecycle states are formed based on
literature and current state analysis including requirements and stakeholder concerns.
The creation of the construction is visualised in the figure 2. The objectives and
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requirements of product portfolio management give the research a direction and
literature review is supporting in creation of the construction. The construction is
answering to research questions 1 and 2.

Literature

Current
practices and
stakeholder
concerns

Construction
of portfolio
management
and lifecycle
stages

Validation

Conclusion

Key
requirements

Figure 2: Research process overview

A part of the construction is implemented in real life in the case company and as part of
this study implementation is executed. The real life implementation part of the research
is the creation of portfolio packages with connections to the products in the case
company’s PDM system. The construction itself and its implementation are validated.
The validation, in the chapter 5, includes validating the construction results against the
requirements and objectives set on chapter 3. The validation covers also how the
suggested lifecycle models for portfolio package are matching with market lifecycle.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Product
Product is centerpiece of this research and understanding the definition of product is
essential. The product can be physical goods, services or other intangible goods that are
not services. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008) The Cambridge Online Dictionary (2014)
defines product as following: “something that is made to be sold, usually something
that is produced by an industrial process.” Products are easily understood only as
physical, tangible goods that are sold. It is partly right perspective for a product, but
besides that, services and other intangible products need to be understood and taken into
account when considering definition of product. Services are intangible products. All
intangible are not services. For example piece of software sold is intangible product, but
it is not service product. Characteristic of a service is that it is a process with sequence
of tasks that will provide result to a customer. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008) Haines
(2009) refers product as a bundle of attributes (features, functions, benefits and uses).
Kotler et al. (2009) gives a broad definition for product when stating that it is anything
offered to a market to satisfy someone’s need and it is consisting set of attributes,
physical goods, services, experiences, events, persons, places, properties, organisations,
information and ideas. A more specific definition of product used by Kropsu-Vehkaperä
(2012) can be applied for this research. In the article following definition is given:
“Product is defined as hardware, software, services or some combination of these
elements. Product also contains documents any of earlier defined cases. Product is
understood as a portfolio item and not an individual serial-numbered item.”
Software is defined as computer program that is consisting lines of source code written
by programmers. There are two kinds of software products: application and system
software. System software includes all infrastructure software products like operating
systems and application software includes actual application software that is used for
performing actions with computers. Hardware in information technology refers to
physical of part devices, computers or equipment. Term hardware includes all physical
parts of computer and related to the computer. Products that are only containing
hardware are called as hardware products. (Kellokumpu 2012)
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All outputs of research and development are not new products. Therefore there are
product versions and product variants that satisfy various customer needs and which
way improvements are applied to the products. Product versions are generated to
improve a part of an original product. These improvements are usually for reducing
costs, improving quality or product performance. In product versions newer version will
replace the older one. Thereby the amount of products in portfolio will not be increased
when introducing new product versions. (Kropsu-Vehkaperä 2012) Because it is
common to update a product by creating new product versions during lifecycle of a
product, it will create a challenge to manage all different versions. Version management
and especially compatibility management is essential action when handling new
versions. There are different components, sub-modules and versions under the same
product and understanding compatibility is important. (Stark 2005)
Product variant is there for satisfying different kind of customer needs for similar
product. Creating variants is a way to response to need of customized products without
actually customizing every product for every customer. Product variants are expanding
product portfolio, because all variants are sold at the same time and they exist in
parallel. Product variant is a group of alternatives of a single product. (KropsuVehkaperä 2012)
Product configuration is another way to response on customers request on customising
offering, where pre-defined components are compiled to offerings for a customer. The
product is designed to support the idea of configuring product. (Sääksvuori & Immonen
2008) Product configuration is formed from different variants, options and it is limited
by rules and constraints. For example constrains in configuring product ensures
compatibility. (Kropsu-Vehkaperä 2012) Today it is common for companies to offer for
customers a product type called solutions, which are product combination of hardware
and services. Offering solutions has been seen a way to increase profits for a company.
(Baines et al. 2009)
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2.2 Product Portfolio
Project Management Institute (2008) defines portfolio as a collection. It can be
collection of projects, which are temporary efforts to create a service, product or result.
A portfolio can be a collection of programs, which are a group of related projects
managed in a similar manner to obtain benefits. Lastly a portfolio can consist of also
other work like maintenance. In a portfolio the projects are grouped together to create
possibility for effective management of the work to meet strategic business goals. Items
of a portfolio have to be quantifiable, so they can be measured, prioritized and ranked.
A company portfolio exists in an organisation whether the organisation manages it on
purpose or not. The term company portfolio refers to all products of a company. The
company portfolio is not temporary like projects or products are. It exists always in the
organisation and new initiatives become part of a company portfolio after they are
approved and selected. (Project Management Institute 2008)
A portfolio represents a view of its selected items and through its existence it reflects
the strategic objectives of the organization. Portfolio reflects investments planned and
made in the organisation. The portfolio is used for prioritising, making investment
decisions and allocating resources used. It can be said that the portfolio represents the
work selected to be done in the organisation. A company portfolio is a proper measure
for an organisation’s intent, direction and progress. (Project Management Institute 2008)
Sometimes in the literature product portfolio is referred as portfolio of R&D projects of
a company. This approach is only focusing on a products that are in development
lifecycle phase, when in real life there are products in all different lifecycle phases.
(Stark 2005)
The figure 3 represents relationship of product portfolio to other items in product
hierarchy. The product hierarchy includes product portfolio, solutions, product line,
product, product element and product platform. Product portfolio is a collection of
products or product lines. In a large organisation it is reasonable to divide products or
product lines into product portfolios. Products can be divided into portfolios based on
type of product, markets products are targeted or manufacturing method used. It is
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organisation specific how the organising principles for products are created. In smaller
organisations even one product line can represent entire product portfolio. Product
portfolio can consist of products from different lifecycle states: from products under
development to products in ramp down. (Haines 2009)

Product Portfolio
Solutions
Product Line
Product
Product Element or Modules
Product Platform or Base Architecture

Figure 3: Typical hierarchy of products or services adopted from Haines (2009)

From the market point of view a company should have an ability to invest and manage
its actions on each market segment the company is targeting on (Kotler et al. 2009). To
have this ability the company could divide its products under product portfolios that are
matching with the market segments. Also according to Haines (2009) one way to assign
product portfolios is to match them with market segments they are operating on.

2.3 Product Lifecycle Management
Product lifecycle management is underlies directly or indirectly in every product related
decisions in company. Product lifecycle management is a comprehensive management
issue. It is not responsibility of a single stakeholder inside a company and ultimately the
responsibility for PLM lies with the CEO, who is above all the functions of a company.
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CEO is not the one who should implement the PLM, but the need for implementing
should come all the way from CEO. (Stark 2005) Product lifecycle management (PLM)
is a business activity that takes care of the product from the very first idea of it all the
way to the end, when it is retired and it is became obsolete. PLM approach takes into
account both product perspective and portfolio perspective on managing company’s
products. Importantly PLM is present in all phases of a product including development,
growth, maturity and end of life of a product. The goal of PLM is to maximize the value
of the product portfolio, increase single product revenues and decrease costs and
maximize the value of current and future products for all stakeholders, especially for
customers. (Stark 2011)
CIMdata (2014) defines product lifecycle management as “a strategic business
approach that applies a consistent set of business solutions that support the
collaborative creation, management, dissemination, and use of product definition
information”. PLM is supporting the extended enterprise, where combined information
is present from customers to suppliers and PLM integrates people, processes, business
systems and information. The important factor in PLM is that it is spanning from a
concept or an idea to the end of life of a product. (CIMdata 2014)
The product is the core of the product lifecycle management and the product is the most
important matter for company as it is the one which creates revenue. For a company
PLM is a way to manage its products throughout their lifecycles. Ideally PLM offers
enhanced possibilities for managers to focus on relevant issues with giving access to
right information easier. It gives managers transparency over the product lifecycle and
better visibility what is happening for the products. It also offers traceability for actions
made (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008). PLM helps company to improve its
competitiveness through enhancing company’s product development activities and
shortens products’ time-to-market. It enables better information sharing between
product development process and supply chain process. For product development PLM
provides possibility to reuse product data effectively. It also brings managing processes
and products better together. (Stark 2011)
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Product lifecycle concept can be understood in different ways depending on point of
view. Regardless of perspective the lifecycle status of product information has to be
understood as a different concept than the lifecycle model of a product. Product
information lifecycle could be described as phase or status of the product information.
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
One version of the most well known lifecycle model is presented in the figure 4. The
model is generic product lifecycle model. It can be used for analyzing product, industry
and technology maturity stages from all perspectives. The same lifecycle model is
applicable for a single market. Lifecycle model is a good basis for product portfolio
management as it can be used for balancing product portfolio. A company looking for
balance in a portfolio should have products in all lifecycle states in its product portfolio
and there should be balance in the amount of products in each stage. Ideally in
company’s portfolio there should be products that are looking promising, but are in the
planning phase generating still negative cash flow and there should be products that are
in the introduction phase becoming possible new leaders, but they are not generating
notable cash flow. Besides those company’s product portfolio should have business
leader products that are in maturity phase generating significant cash flow for the
company and is not requiring remarkable resources on investments. Last and important
group of products in company’s portfolio are products that are retiring the market. It is
important to decline products that are not generating positive cash flow anymore.
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
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Planning

Introduction

Growth

Decline

Retirement

Maturity

Cash flow

Time
Time to service
Time to react
Time to volume
Time to market

Figure 4: Product Lifecycle model with relation to cash flow (Saaksvuori &
Immonen 2008)
When analyzing products in different lifecycle stages, it is needed to understand the
different needs and challenges of products from various lifecycle states. Saaksvuori &
Immonen (2008) introduces a few perspectives to consider for products in different
lifecycle states. It is obvious that analyzing products, which are at the introduction
phase, by cash flow is nonsense. Those products should be analyzed by time-to-market
indicator, which provides efficient measure of performance of design and
productisation. Products that are in the growth phase should be valued through time-tovolume indicator, which will indicate time to achieve volume production. When
products have achieved maturity phase it is possible to analyze margins of the products.
It is also important for the products in this group to have enough incremental updates to
keep demand satisfied. For analyzing products’ agility, it is possibly useful to analyze
time-to-react indicator. The products getting into the decline phase should be carefully
analyzed, because after decline phase products are ramped down and are not part of
sales offering anymore. After decline phase of a product the focus shifts to servicing the
product. Measuring ability to give service is important. It is worth of noting that after
lifecycle of a product has ended lifecycle of a service activity is getting to its maximum
level. Company can continue getting positive cash flow by offering after sales services.
Depending fully on industry and market, but in some cases the lifecycle of services can
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be six times longer than a single product. The relation of product and its service
lifecycles visualized in the figure 5 below. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)

Cash flow
Product lifecycle

Service lifecycle

5 years

30 years
Time

Figure 5: Product lifecycle and service lifecycle of delivered
product (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
2.3.1 Lifecycle states
Crnkovic et al. (2007) introduces product lifecycle model with six phases. Every phase
has its own activities and characteristics like inputs and outputs. Also people who are
involved to the product vary in different lifecycle phases. The six lifecycle phases can
be found in any product (see figure 6). The lifecycle phases are: The business idea of
the product, requirements management, development, production, operation and
maintenance, and disposal of the product. Crnkovic et al. (2007)

Business
idea

Requirements
management

Develop
ment

Production Operation &
maintenance

Disposal

Figure 6: Generic Product Lifecycle Model (Crnkovic et al. 2003)
The business idea phase is where the simple finding of a possible product is created and
reported for more investigation. At this phase the feasibility study is committed, where
the possible technologies to build the product are assessed and the ability to build the
product is evaluated. The requirements management phase enters into more detailed
analysis and answers what is required to build the product. The result of the phase is
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exact requirement specification for the product. In the development phase the design of
the product is created and implemented with several prototypes. The output of
development phase is parts and processes needed to create the product. Normally for
software products the output of development phase is the product itself, while for
hardware products it is only prototypes with manufacturing guidance. The production
phase for hardware products is where the product gets into full production, typically
mass production. Compared to software products at this phase, hardware products are
more demanding and resource requiring, because software products in production phase
are only distributed and updated, not actually produced. Operation and maintenance is
the phase when the product is used by a user. To ensure functioning of the product there
are normally need for support and maintenance. It is highly depending on a product how
much support and maintenance is needed. The last phase of product lifecycle model is
disposal, which activities are also highly depending on a product. For some products it
is manufacturer’s responsible to offer disposal opportunities like recycling. Today most
of the products are recyclable, which means that the disposal has to be considered
process. (Crnkovic et al. 2003)
Stark (2005) points out that on product lifecycle there are different views whether it is
the user or manufacturer who is in question. From marketing perspective product
lifecycle can be simple with only four phases: introduction, growth, maturity and
decline. For marketing it is not essential to think about product development or business
idea. The general manufacturer’s view introduced by Stark (2005) includes five steps.
These phases are Imagine, Define, Realize, Support and Service and Retire (See figure
7).

Imagine

Define

Realize

Support &
Service

Retire

Figure 7: The lifecycle phases of a product - 5 phase model (Stark 2005)

5-step lifecycle model from Stark (2005) is very similar to earlier represented model of
Crnkovic et al. (2003). The only difference is that on model of Stark (2005) the phase
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Realize includes both Development and Production phases from model of Crnkovic et
al. (2003). The model of Stark (2005) does not focus on developing phase of the
product. The model assumes that after define phase a product is ready for production to
be ‘realized’. In real life in large companies there can be even 9 lifecycle phases for a
product to demonstrate the lifetime of a product better. In contrast companies’ looking
for simplification according to Tolonen et al. (2014) it is possible to have lifecycle
management with only three lifecycle states. (Tolonen et al. 2014)

2.4 Product Portfolio Management
Haines (2009) defines the lifecycle product portfolio management as: “ongoing, multidimensional, multi-phase, decision-making methodology that allows a business to
achieve strategic, market, financial and operational balance across each and every
product in an organization, across all lifecycle phases.” As differentiating from
traditional literature Haines (2009) uses term lifecycle product portfolio management
for product portfolio management which covers whole lifecycle of a product or a
portfolio. In the definition term ongoing means that portfolios should not be analysed
once in a year or only when problems occur, but they should analysed constantly to gain
ability to fine tune the mix of investments at the speed of the market.
Multidimensionality refers to the fact that solid business management practices consists
of many strategic market factors and variety of internal factors at the corporate,
division, product line and group level. Product portfolio management is multi-phased,
which means that it is a comprehensive view of the portfolio including all products
across the lifecycles. This consists of opportunities and ideas, products in progress and
products on the market. With decision-making methodology Haines (2009) refers to the
ultimate goal of product portfolio management where in ideal situation a company is
able to make best possible strategic and financial decisions, even when allocating
constraint resources across the entire portfolio of products. Lastly in Haines (2009)
definition of product portfolio management is stated “achieving balance” which means
having a diverse product portfolio that balances the portfolio. If the company is having
different investments on different products at several lifecycle phases, it will increase
diversification. (Haines 2009)
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According to Clarkson & Eckert (2004) product portfolio management can be seen as
front-end activities and back-end activities. There are also three different points of
views which set demands on product portfolio management. The figure 8 represents the
different perspectives. At the first there is the front-end activity, marketing, which sets
pressures on product portfolio management by requesting portfolios that fits to customer
needs. Secondly there is back-end activity, product development, which struggles with
managing multiple projects simultaneously having limited resources and then there is
manufacturing activities, which would prefer having lower amount of variations to keep
production efficient.

Marketing
Customer needs

Product
Portfolio
Management

Product Development

Manufacturing

Managing multiple projects

Reducing variety

Figure 8: Demands on portfolio management adopted from Clarkson &
Eckert (2004)
Today companies are having a vast product portfolios and managing the expanded
portfolio is seen as a challenge (Tolonen et al. 2013). A reason to have a vast range of
products is to acquire advantage of product differentiation by increasing amount of
product variation. By having horizontal and vertical product differentiation, a company
can achieve higher profits, if it is recognized that customers are willing to pay more
products that fit better for their needs. Differentiating by increasing product variation
raises relevant issue for product portfolio management, where one of them is product
cannibalisation, where company’s own product conquers uncontrollably market share
from other product owned by the company. (Clarkson & Eckert 2004). It is not so
straightforward that having more product variants would lead to better profits. Having
too many products in portfolio might end up being harmful for the company. Product
proliferation can lead to uncontrollable situation where company is having too many
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products. (Wan et al. 2012). In marketing literature it is stated that vast product variety
is seen as increasing factor for sales (Bayus & Putsis 1999). The study of Bayus and
Putsis (1999) claims product proliferation as a possible product strategy and shows in
personal computer industry positive implications between high product variety and
market share and price. In their contradictory research Wan et al. (2012) showed results
that too much product variety causes decrease in sales. The study claimed successfully
in real-life situation that after some point the amount of products caused sales to drop

Sales

(Wan et al. 2012). See illustration in Figure 9.

No. of products

Figure 9: Simplified illustration of figure from Wan et al. (2012): The effect of
product variety on sales

Normally product portfolio is renewed through new product development, where new
products are created based on customer request and innovation. New products can be
classified based on what are their impacts on the current state or product portfolio. New
products can be either new-to-the-world, new-to-the-firm, additional to existing product
line, improvement, repositioning or cost reduction. (Barczak et al. 2009) Improvements
and cost reductions projects do not normally lead to a new product, but are establishing
a new revision with better performance or lower manufacturing costs. (Hänninen et al.
2012) One way to balance new product portfolio is to balance it between product’s
impacts on the current state. It is reasonable to have enough new product projects in all
categories according to strategy set by a company (Barczak et al. 2009). Product
portfolio can be expanded by mergers and acquisitions, which has been relatively
common in the recent years. In a merger or acquisition situation effect on portfolio
might be significant if acquired company is acting on a different market. (Tolonen et al.
2013)
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The literature underlines issues of new product portfolio management. For example
Cooper, Edgett and Kleinschmidt with their several studies from late 90s to today. New
products selection is very important to understand and should be managed excellently,
but a company cannot focus only on new products when it comes to product portfolio
management. If a company creates a large flow of new products, it may end up in a
situation where its product offering is expanding uncontrollably if it is not having
proper lifecycle management activities. The company might overload its capacity,
comprehension of sales people, its market and infrastructure. Amount of units in stock
start also proliferate and capital invested into warehouse will increase. Haines (2009)
introduces term “portfolio overflow”, where the amount of products have got out of the
hands. For example in computer hardware manufacturers are typically producing way
too many different models, sub-models and revisions of a product. This overflow
decreases profits in two different ways. First, a customer can lead to rational ignorance
in choosing products, so in that case the customer chooses the cheapest model by
default. Second, the same customers can end up spending a lot of time at customer
support discovering that the features they wanted are not included in the model they
chose. All this can lead to customer dissatisfaction. Haines (2009) highlights the fact
that product portfolio management should focus more on optimization of inputs and
outputs, investments and disinvestments, new products and discontinuations. (Haines
2009)
2.4.1 The Purpose of Product Portfolio Management
As in research of Barczak et al. (2009) of best practices related to new product
development portfolio management is essential for controlling new product selection.
As it is responsibility of product portfolio management to evaluate strategic fit of a new
product idea, it is also industry practice to have new product strategy to guide the new
product development efforts. In research of Barczak et al. (2009) 74% of respondent
companies had new product strategy implemented. In the study of Cooper et al. (1997)
it is stated that product portfolio management practices are focusing on linking the
portfolio to the strategy of a company, maximizing the value of whole portfolio and
achieving correct balance between new product projects. Strategic fit of company’s
product portfolio is important and portfolio management activity must be driven by
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clear business strategy (Stark 2007). Controlling new product creation process is a way
to manage the strategic fit of product portfolio. One approach is to analyse R&D
spending by calculating spending breakdown and compare spending of R&D to the
strategic goals, if possible compare it to new product strategy. (Cooper et al. 1997)
Maximizing value of product portfolio is essential action of portfolio management. As
companies have strategic level goals of long-term profitability and profit making, it is
natural that their objective for portfolio management is maximizing the value of the
portfolio. Analysing value of the upcoming products from R&D is not simple, because
all risks cannot be taken into account and net present value is an estimation of value of
the project. (Cooper et al. 2001b) Maximizing value means for example avoiding
product cannibalisation that can happen if products are too similar and released in short
time intervals. Cannibalisation needs to be understood and forecasted when releasing a
new product. It might be controversial to have a new product that do not decrease
market share of earlier products of a company and at the same time to claim that product
fits fully company’s product strategy. Product cannibalisation is normal reaction in a
market, but a company needs to have it under its control. (Srinivasan et al. 2005)
Balancing R&D projects is seen one of the important tasks for portfolio management.
Balancing as about analysing current R&D project portfolio and affecting what kind of
projects are ongoing by decision making. Balancing means that there are different kinds
of projects in the portfolio and the amount of different products are in alignment with
the strategy. In general a company should have long-term projects and short ones, high
risk projects and lower risk ones, projects with different technologies and projects for
various markets. (Cooper et al. 2001b) Kester et al. (2009) expands the scope from
ideas and development projects to actual products which are in production and on
markets. It is also responsibility of portfolio management to revise the current product
portfolio and set Go/Kill decisions for active products also. Product termination
decisions are seen as a challenging in companies. (Kester et al. 2009)
2.4.2 Product Portfolio Management Decision Making
In large companies where amount of products can be very high managing products from
higher management is challenging. Dividing products into portfolios enables higher
management to have right granularity on decision making over products. With portfolio
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decision making process higher management can decide in which market areas to invest
on and where to divest by committing decisions on portfolio level. Decision making is
one of the most central matters in product portfolio management. Product Portfolio
management can be defined as a range of interrelated decision making processes which
goal is to refine and implement the company’s strategic goals by allocating resources
available. (Kester et al. 2005) Portfolio management can be studied from process
perspective as it is one type of management process. According to the research of
Barczak et al. (2009) over half of the respondent companies were using well structured
process for portfolio management in 2003. Portfolio management is about decisions in
which projects to invest in and which projects or products to kill. It is decisions about
resource allocation and product ramp-downs (Cooper 1999). These decisions should be
made within the context of the entire budget for all products in the portfolio. Decisions
cannot be made reasonably if all products and projects are not treated as a whole.
Otherwise company’s overall portfolio performance result in a severe loss. If a company
allocates money for one project that money is away from some other projects or
products. (Haines 2009)
Cooper et al. (1997, 1999, 2000, 2001a, 2001b) in their studies focus mostly on R&D
and new product related decision making. Product portfolio is complemented through
new product creation process. For a company it is very important to have a working
decision making process on new product creation purposes. In Cooper et al. (2000),
they are suggesting Stage-gate model for decision making in new product development.
Stage-gate model is 5-stage model, where stages define best practice activities and
deliverables and gates rely on visible criteria for Go/Kill decisions. The method defines
key tasks for each step and criteria for each gate to base decisions on. After the creation
process, company has a product ready for production. Well managed product
development process is the key for successful product portfolio management. (Cooper et
al. 2000). That is not all on decision making in product portfolio management. It is
equally important to have proper decision making process on product termination.
Killing a product is the most important decision when product is in a decline lifecycle
state (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008). Deleting products or projects from portfolio is
seen hard task in companies. It is seen even one of the hardest tasks in business practice.
People who involve in decision making might be personally attached to projects or
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products that should be killed and this makes it hard to people to admit itself that this
project has to be ended, especially when it is seen as a failure. (Kester et al. 2009) A
survey was carried in 2000 about product retirement activity and the result was that only
19% of manufacturer companies had this activity defined. For the other 81% old
products just were fading away and the retirement was not controlled. (Stark 2005). A
case study committed by Ward et al. (2010) at HP, computer manufacturer, revealed the
problems they were also having with high product variety caused by lack of ways to
retire products from their product portfolio.
It can been seen that product portfolio management is active when current portfolio is
frequently revised and decisions for ramp downs are made, because it is not enough that
company is able effectively to produce new products into its portfolio (Saaksvuori &
Immonen 2008). A company has to be effective on product termination decisions. With
decisions about products’ profitability, strategic fit, avoidance of cannibalisation and
declining products, a company can have competitive up-to-date portfolio that matches
with strategy. (Haines 2009, Tolonen et al. 2013)
Stark (2007) and Haines (2009) suggests that the governance model of decision making
in product portfolio management should be implemented as product portfolio review
board. The review board should be cross-functional and enterprise-widely represented.
The board consists of executive-level members and it acts as a forum for ongoing,
periodic reviews of product line portfolios within a division or business unit. The board
is general decision-making governing body, deciding product investments for existing
products, products in development phase and projects in planning phases. It is essential
this board to have authority over all other decision making units as it is controlling the
whole portfolio of a company. To act efficiently review board of executives should
constantly interact with between its own members and with portfolio or product teams it
oversees. (Haines 2009)
Tolonen et al. (2014) introduces another governance model for product portfolio
management (See figure 10). Similarly they suggest having high level Product Portfolio
Management Board, which consists of executive level managers including CEO. In
addition the model suggests a company to have Product Portfolio Management Team.
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The purpose of the team is portfolio renewal, analysis, reviews and preparation for
decision making. The Product Portfolio Management Team owns portfolios,
communicates the objectives and the progress of the portfolio development in the
organisation. The team is formed from sub-portfolio owners and it is headed by Product
Portfolio Manager. The model suggests that a company has defined its product structure
properly and based on the structure vertical sub-portfolios are defined. Also the
horizontal sub-portfolios are created based on the lifecycle of items. For each subportfolio there has to be owner and manager appointed. By having vertical and
horizontal sub-portfolios defined the whole portfolio is managed comprehensively.
(Tolonen et al. 2014)

Figure 10: Product portfolio management governance model (Tolonen et al. 2014)
2.4.3 Product Portfolio Lifecycle
A lifecycle of portfolio itself seems to be marginally studied subject. The lifecycle of a
product is well-known concept and studied area, but sufficient level of research is not
committed on portfolio lifecycles especially in portfolio or product management
research.
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Product portfolios can be formed in different ways. One way is to form product
portfolios based on market segments. Companies have normally defined the market
segments they are targeting and operating on. To make sure that company is responding
to the needs of a single market segment is to have a product portfolio targeted to that
market segment. (Haines 2009) If it is agreed that product portfolio represents the
products targeted to a single market segment, the analysis for product portfolio lifecycle
could be constructed from lifecycle of a market. In the figure 11 Kotler’s generic market
lifecycle model is presented. The model has four phases: introduction, growth, maturity
and decline. (Kotler et al. 2009)

Figure 11: Market lifecycle states (Kotler et al. 2009)
At the introduction stage sales are growing slowly when the first products are
introduced to a new market. Profits are negative as the market introduction is costly
phase due its need for high amount of investments on product development. The growth
stage is a period for market acceptance and clear improvement in profits. At the
maturity stage growth is slowing down, because the new market has achieved
acceptance of most of the potential users. Profits are high and stable and possibly start
to decline due to higher competition. The last stage is decline, where market is getting
old and sales are drifting down. (Kotler et al. 2009) In marketing literature earlier
presented model is called product lifecycle model. Because the perspective on what is
product is different, in this study the model will be called market lifecycle model. The
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model represents more how market evolves for a product that is defined on a higher
level.
The study of Tolonen et al. (2014) presents governance model for product portfolio
management a 4-phased lifecycle model of portfolios. In the figure 10 the described
there are four portfolio lifecycle stages are New Product Development, Maintain,
Warranty and Archive product portfolios. New Product Development portfolio covers
products in concept development, design and engineering. The focus of Maintain
portfolio is on ramp up, sales and delivery and ramp down phases of product lifecycle.
The scope of warranty portfolio is to focus on items on maintenance and need support
from services and spare part management. Archive portfolio is for managing legally
required product data for obsolete items. The idea of Tolonen et al. 2014 of dividing
items into portfolios horizontally is to categorise all items with the same lifecycle state
into one portfolio. The study has also extended lifecycle state view from the beginning
of new product development to the archiving state. For managing product portfolios as
investments, where a portfolio itself is an object and is going through different lifecycle
states, a market lifecycle approach is needed. Eventhough the perspective on product
portfolios is different in Tolonen et al. (2014) research; the need for lifecycle viewpoint
is similar. In the research it is recognised that there are need for four different lifecycle
phases for portfolio. In the Maintain state there actually three relevant phases: ramp up,
sales and delivery and ramp down. These three can be seen as potential individual
lifecycle states.

2.5 Product Data Management
With today’s multiple design and management systems new product information is
generated intensively. One user is able to change or create new product data easily to
the systems and this information might be located in different systems, but can still be
related to each other. (Philpotts 1996, Crnkovic et al. 2003) Product data management
(PDM) is a concept that helps all employees from development engineers to sales
personnel to manage both product related data and product development process. The
PDM system is for storing the masses of data generated by different tools. (Philpotts
1996) Product data management integrates and manages processes, applications and all
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data that defines products in multiple systems and media. (Stark 2005, Saaksvuori &
Immonen 2008) PDM system can be seen as integration tool that is connecting different
areas, which ensures the right information in the right form to the right user at the right
time (Liu & Xu 2001). Product data management system is the enabler and the most
important component of product lifecycle management. (Stark 2005)
Product data management system is required to respond multiple needs of a company’s
data usage. First of all data is produced and processed in many different systems and
with several processes. The challenge is synchronising all the data from other systems
with the master data system, which is the responsibility of PDM. Product data
management has to be capable of supporting several data formats and has to be able to
store high volume of data. Companies with multiple information systems the problem
might be that data is not shared easily from all systems and systems might be using own
data formats. (Stark 2005). It is technically challenging to transfer between systems and
keep it constantly consistent (Crnkovic et al. 2003). For this kind of issues there need to
be build “bridges” between these different systems to enable data exchange. These
“bridges” are most likely company-specific and hard to build up and maintain, but
transferring data manually from system to system is usually more time and money
consuming. (Stark 2005) Other reason for a lack of integration between systems can be
caused by lack of understanding the common need between different company
functions, which are using their own systems. (Crnkovic 2003)
In most of the today’s global companies PDM is used all over the world by many users.
The users have also different needs of using the system. Data from PDM might be
needed to be shared with even suppliers and customers. There many stakeholders who
are in need of data from PDM system. Some of the data in PDM system is highly
classified. That is why it is extremely important to protect against unauthorised access
for confidential data. At the same time customers and suppliers are requesting data from
PDM while engineers are producing data about new product development project. The
confidential new product development data should not be in any case to be shown to
customers or suppliers. This makes it important to manage access rights of users and
carefully consider data synchronisation with other company information system. (Stark
2005) For example product information webpage service targeted for customers might
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use PDM as a master data base of information. There need to be strict constraints on
synchronisation with that kind of service, where customers are present.
As there are different types of users, there can be also different definitions for data.
There is possibility that different functions of a company are describing same data with
different definitions. These different perspectives need to be managed carefully in the
PDM system, because having multiple definitions of data in changing environment,
where lifecycle of data can change, the definition of it is challenging. In a large
company it is very complex and time-consuming to try to create universal, standard data
definition, but if it is possible it will be a lot easier to manage one definition than
multiple ones. Besides the fact that data is defined differently also different users have
different needs for the same data available. The structures and levels of data have to be
consistent in the system. For a single user it is rarely common to have a view for all data
available. In production a user wants most likely to access easily into instructions and
documentation of a product data while the procurement is fine with having only the list
of bill of materials. Users from sales department are not interested at all about bill of
materials or manufacturing instructions. They would need to have product availability
and product specification data. (Stark 2005)
For a product it is normal to have several versions and alternatives. A single product can
be made with different versions, options, models, variants and releases. Furthermore,
product is updated several times during its lifecycle. (Stark 2005) This generation of
multiple alternatives increases the amount of complexity of a product and managing the
complexity is very challenging without having proper PDM system (Crnkovic et al.
2003). A change in a single piece of a product has to be applied carefully to all different
alternatives of the same product. Change management is the function in organisation
taking care of these issues, but they need supportive information system to succeed in
managing the changes. The right version data of a product needs to be available at the
right time for right users. The PDM system has to be able to manage different versions
for different users, because for example production cannot start producing a new
version of a product right away when it is ready from product development. There are
several factors to consider before production is ready for the change. For example one
objective is to use all old components to minimize scrapping of materials. (Stark 2005)
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One of the most important factors in PDM systems is the relationships between data
objects. Normally there are several different types of relationships. For example there
are different relationship between a product and a part, or between a part and data, or
between parts and workflow. Some of the relationships are meant for one type of
connection between objects and some of the relationships are implementing hierarchical
structure. (Stark 2005) Amount of one relationship types per object might be limited if it
is required. For example it can be restricted not to connect a product into several
product families. This would mean that it is possible to connect a product only to one
product family. As a summary in PDM systems relationships can be connected 1-to-1,
many-to-1 or 1-to-many. (Sääksvuori & Immonen 2008)
Product data is created during all product lifecycle phases and all this data should be
available in the PDM system (Liu & Xu 2001). In some cases products lifecycle can last
over 40 years. The amount of data created during that time is significant. Figure 12
illustrates general data usage during product’s lifecycle. As in research of Lee et al.
(2007) shows during development phase new product data creation is high. There need
to be modify and created product data during its whole lifecycle. After the product has
been terminated from production it normally continues to service lifecycle, where the
data of spare parts and updated manuals are relevant data for a company to keep up.
Even after company resigns for servicing an old product it is wise to store data about
product sold, for who and where, because when customer is requesting for replacement
the company knows what are the requirements for the product that is available in their
current product portfolio. (Stark 2005) It is also legal responsibility to archive data after
product declined (Wilkes et al. 2009).
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Figure 12: Usage of PDM (and PLM) during lifecycle of product. (Normalized to
the product design phase) (Lee et al. 2007)
The PDM system is responsible of multiple matters on managing data of the company
(Liu & Xu 2001). PDM system is formed by several different modules that are
responding on different needs of different users of the system. The basic modules of
PDM systems are (Stark 2005, Kropsu-Vehkaperä 2012):
-

Data vault (Information warehouse) for storing the data

-

Data vault management for data access, storage, recall, security, integrity,
archiving and recovering data.

-

The user interface for providing tailorable interface for users supporting queries
and data input and output.

-

The system interfaces for synchronising data with programs like ERP and CAD

-

Configuration management for creating configurable sales solutions

-

Document management for managing product related documents

-

Product/information structure management for maintaining the structure of all
information and product lifecycle states

-

Product/information and workflow structure for defining data and workflow
structures.

-

Workflow and process management for controlling workflows like engineering
changes and revisions

-

System administration for modifying access rights and configuring the system.
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2.5.1 Product Data
Product data refers to information which is related to the product. The scope of product
data is wide (Stark 2005). There are three different kinds of product data: Definition
data of the product, life cycle data of the product and metadata. Metadata is describing
other related information. Product data determines all physical and functional properties
of a single product. It defines what are the fit, form and function of the product. It
contains properties of the product from perspective of a certain stakeholder and
connects that information to the interpretation of the stakeholder in question. Data of
product includes very specific technical data, but also abstract and conceptual
information about the product. Data of product consists of materials like images,
drawings and illustrations of the product and it could be said that it is a complete
definition of the product. Lifecycle data of the product is strictly connected to the
product itself and to the state of the product or order-delivery process. Lifecycle data is
relevant for all stakeholders from development of idea to obsoleting a product.
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
The most of the product data is created during its development phase and that is why it
is perceived that product development is the source of product data. That is right
assumption, but besides that there are several other stakeholders producing product data
which also needs to be managed properly. First of all product development is the
primary source for the product data. Its responsibility is to collect market analyses,
requirements specifications, create 3D models, drawings and test reports. Marketing
department designs brochures, product catalogues and other additional product data.
Sales needs product data for creating offering based on customer needs. Also sales uses
information on the inventory and production plans to be able to give schedules to a
customer. If the product is configurable the sales is responsible of creating sales
configurations. Information on sales configuration is very important, because it defines
actually what was sold to a customer. Process planning adds production instructions
and processes to the product data. These are in form of drawings, programs and quality
inspection procedures. Manufacturing creates the actual products based on all the
product data created by earlier mentioned stakeholders. Manufacturing can also add data
on manufactured products if needed. For example manufacturing can provide quality
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inspection and test report information to the system. Invoicing of the company has to
have data records on sold products, prices, customers, terms of payment and overdue
invoices. Company’s after sales services are important on product data perspective.
After sales is present during most of the time of a product’s life cycle generating service
data based on product service cases. After sales services can track on product data
system what maintenances have been done and what components replaced and with
what options. (Peltonen 2000)
2.5.2 Product Structures
The core of a PDM system is a product structure. The product structure defines the
relations of items in PDM system (Kropsu-Vehkaperä & Haapasalo 2011). All items,
which can be parts, components, service elements, documents, assemblies and subassemblies are linked to the product and the relation of items are formed at the product
structure. (Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
Usually the product structures are described with object-oriented methods, which mean
that items are defined as objects like in computer programming. A single object have
dependencies and relations with other objects and the dependencies can be formed
either functional or hierarchical way. In object-oriented thinking an object has parent
and child inheriting structure and properties from parent are inherited to child objects.
Objects have attributes where the data of an item is stored. An example of visualized
product structure is presented at the figure 13. In the example there is simplified product
structure of a mobile phone. At the first level there are the product itself, what is
delivered to a customer. The second level illustrates what the offering includes. There
are four items in the package: charger, phone, manual and a battery. The item Phone is
created from four parts, which are Engine, Cover A and B and Mechanics Kit. The
structure goes on to the lowest level where the smallest items, components are.
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
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Figure 13: Example of the generic product structure of a phone
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
Product structure should not be mixed to term Bill of Materials, which is one kind of
structure how the product is created. Bill of materials is normally a single-level list of
components which are needed to create an assembly that implements the product. The
list does not contain actually how the product structure works and what is the hierarchy.
(Saaksvuori & Immonen 2008)
In their research Tolonen et al. (2014) introduces another product structure model
visualised in the figure 14. The model similar to the model presented earlier, but is
having more layers in hierarchy. The structure consists of layers: solution, product
family, configuration, sales item, version item, sub-assembly and component. In this
model either solution or product family can represent portfolios. The product
configuration layer shows how the structure supports selling complicated product
offering that include hardware, software, services and documentation. The product
configuration combines sales items to fit the each customer case. Behind the sales items
there are the actual versions of products developed.
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Figure 14: Product structure (Tolonen et al. 2014)
2.5.3 Stakeholder Specific Views on Product Structures
Product structure includes items that are created for different purposes. Needs for these
different purposes are coming from different stakeholders. For example sales item is an
item in structure that can be marketed and sold to a customer. There can be then
deliverable item that defines what is actually delivered to a customer, starting from
packaging materials to user manuals. It is obvious that sales items are used by sales and
marketing department of company and their focus is on what is sold to customers. The
figure 15 shows example of different views to product structure. (Kropsu-Vehkaperä &
Haapasalo 2011)
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Figure 15: Views to product structure: A) Stakeholder specific views, B) Item type
specific view (Kropsu-Vehkaperä & Haapasalo 2011)
Having different views on product structure increases number of item types in the
system, which means increase in complexity of the system. Definition of different view
on structure aims to improve product data management by clarifying it and product
handling practices for stakeholders. In their study of stakeholder specific views KropsuVehkaperä and Haapasalo (2011) a framework for stakeholder specific view is
presented. The framework includes three factors: structural illustration of data, product
master data and other general data. It suggests that company has ready defined a general
product structure. From that structure different structural illustrations are created for
stakeholder needs. From product master data, which includes the most important data of
a product (name, item code, and lifecycle status), relevant information is filtered for
each stakeholder to be seen. Other general data defines how product is to be sold and
other supporting information like manufacturing instructions. Other general data is not
normally so well defined and systematically managed. (Kropsu-Vehkaperä & Haapasalo
2011)
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3 BACKGROUND AND CURRENT STATE OF THE CASE
COMPANY
3.1 Overview of the Background and Current State
The research data was collected inside the case company between February and May
2014. Information was collected in meetings and from documents and interviews.
Several Portfolio Management Team meetings were participated to gather information
about background, current situation and development plans. Case company’s intranet
has been a good source of information about current practices and processes. After
gaining basic understanding of the situation in product portfolio management, the
creation of the construction began. Based on literature review, company’s current state
and background, stakeholder concerns and requirements of product portfolio
management construction was created. Stakeholder concerns include limitations and
objectives that are coming from each stakeholder. Limitations are essential when
defining what is possible to do in real life and results has to be consistent with real
world possibilities. Suggestions need to be relevant for the case company and should not
be incompatible with other objectives of the company.

3.2 Product Portfolio Management in the Case Company
The purpose of product portfolio management is to maintain sustainable position in
changing and competitive environment by ensuring balanced and healthy portfolio with
growth potential. Product portfolio management is also responsible in ensuring
investment capability and resources for new business opportunities. Product portfolio
management is responsible of committing all product lifecycle related decisions in such
a way that the products in the portfolio are optimal investments for the company. The
product developed is the right product for a need, at the right time and with the right
size.
Product portfolio management governance in the case company has been divided into
three levels. The highest level of product portfolio management is Portfolio
Management Board (PMB), which includes top executives from CEO to other relevant
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representatives of the company. Besides the highest level there are two lower levels of
managing boards, which are taking care of operational and tactical product portfolio
management issues and responsibilities. PMB is having meetings once in a month. The
objectives of the PMB are in three categories: managing current portfolio, steering
portfolio inflow and outflow and shaping technologies and architecture. Managing
current portfolio means reviewing the status of current portfolio items, which means
reviewing major products and programs and releases related to them. These are
analysed through financial performance indicators and program execution measures,
which are for example staying in schedule and quality of results at each milestone.
Another current portfolio issue is conducting trade-off decisions on existing products,
which are trade-off decisions for example in budget constraint situations. These
decisions also include approving portfolio strategy for business lines. Also one of
current portfolio objectives is to increase operational efficiency. Increasing operational
efficiency is implemented through decisions of product cost reviews, serviceability
initiatives and new partner or supplier initiatives. The important objective of steering
portfolio inflow and outflow at PMB level is committed by approving entry and exit
decisions. Entry decisions are made for new products and if approved products are
added to a portfolio. Exit decisions are ramping down decisions and its purpose is to
clean-up portfolio from old and unprofitable products. Furthermore the objective of the
PMB is to shape technologies and architecture that are used or will be used by the
company. This means that the board constantly reviews different opportunities on
technologies, architectures and markets and defines actions if needed. Besides that there
are decisions made on suppliers and partners, where strategic partners are designated
and significant changes in suppliers approved.
Lower level portfolio management boards are there for steering, controlling and
preparing relevant material and topics for the PMB. They also conduct decisions on less
significant issues and notify the PMB about decisions made. The third level basically
reviews materials coming from a preparation team and works with the material for
ensuring information validity on materials given to the PMB. The cross-functional
second level of portfolio management analyses available decision making topics. The
second level team has three options for the topics: A topic can be send to the PMB to
commit a decision, it can be approved on the second level and PMB is notified about the
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decision or it can be send back to the third level or preparation team to revise the topic
and material. The responsibility and decision making level depends on the significance
of an issue, which is determined by different triggers with predefined triggering values.
3.2.1 Product Portfolio Decision Making Process Overview
Decision making responsibility on the portfolio level is also at the portfolio
management teams. Mostly portfolio issues will be decided by Portfolio Management
Board, which is the highest management team for products and portfolios.

The

overview of portfolio management teams’ decision making is described in the figure 16
below. The level of significance of issues varies from small operational issues to major
strategic ones. The significance of an issue defines in which decision making team it
will be assigned to. The significant strategic issues will be decided in to portfolio
management board, while small not so significant issues can be decided in the second or
third level portfolio teams. The decisions affecting on lifecycle states of portfolios and
products are made at portfolio management teams.

Product
Management
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Management
Board (1st level)
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2nd Level
Portfolio Team

Business Unit
Portfolio
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Management
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Figure 16: Overview of portfolio decision making

When an issue comes into handling of lower level portfolio management team, in case
of operational or tactical issue appears to have significant impact it can be raised to
higher level management team. All decisions made at the lower level portfolio
management teams will be reported to higher level. Lower level portfolio management
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teams also execute preparation of issues for Portfolio Management Board (PMB). The
preparation with material gathering and analysis will be concluded by lower level
management teams before a meeting of Portfolio Management Board. If an issue at
PMB level needs more analysis and preparation, it can be returned back to lower level
portfolio management team to execute more comprehensive analysis. The decision
follow-up and action plans from higher level management team can be appointed to
lower level teams. The decisions made in all portfolio management teams and execution
plans will affect several stakeholders in the company. In the figure 16 there are
presented the most relevant stakeholders, but as product portfolio management is a
function affecting company-wide, there are other possible stakeholders.
Even the decisions according to product portfolios are made in portfolio decision teams
the ownership is not responsibility of decision teams. The product portfolios are owned
by product management. In product management there appointed technical and business
level managers, who are responsible of the product portfolios. In PDM system there is
defined owner group, whose members have a right to modify the data in the PDM.
People responsible of product portfolios on PDM are handling data availability and
validity in the PDM system.
3.2.2 Current Status of Product Portfolio Management Implementation
In the research of Tolonen et al. (2013) introduces preconditions or implementation
steps for product portfolio management. On the below table 1 there are precondition
analysis committed on the case company situation based on Tolonen et al. (2013)
preconditions. The table indicates the current situation of the company on product
portfolio management. Three out of six steps have been already fully implemented and
the remaining three are under ongoing implementation actions. The further definitions
of the current state are listed on the table.
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Table 1: Status of preconditions for decision-making and lifecycle management in
product portfolio management (Tolonen et al. 2013)
Precondition

1. Creation of basic
understanding about the idea
and concept of PPM

2. Creation of PPM strategic
targets and performance
measures
3. Creation of the strategic
product sub portfolios
4. Creation of PPM ownership
and governance models

5. Creation of PPM processes
and tools

6. Creation of the data
availability and reporting

Status in
the case
company

How it is implemented in practice?

The case company has clearly understood and
defined the idea of PPM in the company. The needs
are identified and actions to create portfolio
management processes, governance and mode of
operation have been taken.
Targets for implementing portfolio structures, key
performance indicators for portfolios and portfolio
development targets exist.
Product portfolios have been identified and defined.
The products related to each product portfolio are
not mapped yet.
The company has defined the governance model
over PPM. There are three levels of portfolio
decision teams and the highest is executive level
cross-functional board. The ownership of product
portfolios is also defined. The used model has
similarities with models in literature, but it is not
similar with Tolonen et al. (2014) as there are no
horizontal and vertical portfolio perspectives.
There are ongoing actions to create working
portfolio management processes. Process and tools
to support product data management are partly
missing.
Data availability and reporting based on portfolios
are missing. Functional reporting is needed for
decision making process to work efficiently.

3.2.3 Product Definition in the Case Company
Currently the company has made clarification how to understand the product and what
is the definition of the product. This action has been made for unifying understanding
about the meaning of the product in all levels in the company. The product can consist
of hardware, software, a combination of hardware and software, or services. The word
product can also refer to 3rd party products. The product has to be owned by one of the
business lines and the product is on the responsibility of a single business line, but it is
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governed by the business unit to ensure consistency between products. It should be
avoided to categorize features and releases as products. In case of major release or
feature, where the effect is significant, they can be defined as products to make it
possible to track them on a monthly basis in management reporting.
3.2.4 Product Related Terms
Besides the central concept of the product there are several other product related terms,
which are essential to understand in the case company. The product related terms with
definitions describes how the product structure in the case company is formed and what
the elements are in general. In the case company relevant product structure elements are
solution, system, product, release, product variant and product module. These elements
are the concept for the product structure. These elements are embodied into the PDM
system with different object types and connected to each other with different
relationships.

3.3 Portfolio and Product Structures in PDM system
The product data management system of the case company consists of objects. These
objects are the different items in the PDM which create the product and its structures.
Every single item is an object. Objects have attributes that are defining what a single
object is. The attributes are from mandatory values like object name and classification
to owner of the object. In figure 17 an object is modelled as a visualisation. Object types
have different policies that define what rules certain object type follows. Policy defines
what kind of relations an object type can have and with which ones. It also defines what
the possible lifecycle states it can have and in which order.
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Figure 17: Object breakdown in product data management system
In the case company the product data management is modelled through different object
types, which are having predefined policies. In the PDM system of the case company
there are numerous different object types for different purposes of different
stakeholders. The different object types are created for different purposes and uses. One
object is more useful for grouping of other items, because of its ability to have
classifications and relationships and one object is useful for embodying product
development activities. Some object types are created for integrations with other
information systems like enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. The relevant
object types in the case company are design item, complementary item, release,
configuration item and sales item.
Most of the PDM objects have a need to be linked to the organisational structure of the
company. The linking of objects to the organisational structure is carried out with
secondary classification. It resembles that which organisation owns which object. For
example for products it is important to have a link to the organisational structure,
because it is defined in the definition of the product that each product belongs to a
business line.
Product structure is formed by relationships of different objects. Relationships are one
of the most essential factors in the PDM system as they constitute the structure.
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Different object types are connected to each other with different kinds of relationship
types. One relationship type is not suitable for use of all connections and having
multiple relationships makes it possible to have certain relationship for a connection
between certain object types. A relationship can demonstrate what kind of the
connection between the objects is. Besides relation relationship can demonstrate
ownership, logic or support. For example the relationship type can define that objects
are depending on each other, one object is complementing other, an object is included in
other object or an object is supporting other.
The figure 18 is a visualisation of the PDM system with objects and relationships. It is
important to notice that the visualisation demonstrates which part of the structure is part
of portfolio, sales and engineering structure. Items of engineering structure is not
visualised as they are out of the scope of this study. Like presented in the literature part
of the study, stakeholder specific views are a way to present complex structure and offer
relevant elements to each stakeholder. Currently the company is using stakeholder
specific product structure as it is presented in figure 18. Each structure has its own
purpose of use. Structures are not separate. They are linked together with relationships
of objects.
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Figure 18: Simplified visualization of PDM system and product structure with
stakeholder classification
The portfolio structure is created for aligning and synchronising development of
products at all levels in the product hierarchy. It helps creating network compatibility
and upgrade capability and product internal compatibility, for example which hardware
is suitable with which software. The portfolio structure is enabling product management
and planning and maintaining customer solutions and upgrades. The portfolio structure
is the master data of the product structure and it is used for lifecycle management of
products. The portfolio structure is the structure where decision making in portfolio and
product level affects.
The sales structure is used for several purposes. The need for the sales structure comes
from pricing, ordering and invoicing. These basic activities are mapped through items in
the sales structure into the systems. The structure is also used for business planning in
sales side and reporting sales. The use of ‘Configuration Item’ helps sales to create and
define configurations of products to sell customers.
The engineering structure is called as technical structure in literature. The engineering
structure most importantly transfers the output of product creation from product
development to order-delivery process. The engineering structure is supporting order-
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delivery process significantly. It is used in demand-supply planning, manufacturing and
delivering and care purposes. Sourcing and purchasing use the data based on
engineering structure and demand-supply planning to forecast and plan purchasing
activities. The structure can be used also for environmental data management, providing
information for authorities like customs and maintaining manufacturer’s type
management.
The portfolio structure is for mapping the product structure to the product data
management system and decision making in product portfolio management. Lifecycle
management is based on these logical items in the PDM system. The way all items are
mapped into the PDM system is currently not fully supporting the decision making
process and lifecycle management. There might be sellable items that are created only
as sales items without having a match in the portfolio structure. Making decisions on
items that are not mapped as they should be is a challenge, because the decision making
process do not support it. The Portfolio structure is for decision making and lifecycle
management and that is why other structures should follow the portfolio structure. The
Portfolio structure is linked to the sales structure with link between ‘Product’ and
‘Configuration Item’. ‘Configuration Item’ gathers multiple ‘Sales Items’ together and
creates with a relationship connection to the product in the portfolio structure. Currently
linked ‘Configuration Items’ and ‘Sales Items’ are not 100% match with the products in
the portfolio structure. This mismatch is causing challenges in decision making,
tracking, reporting and understanding the structures. If sellable item is modelled only in
sales structure, not in portfolio structure, it is complicated to affect on the item by
decision making.
The figure 19 demonstrates the company’s product structures and its internal customers
from business processes. Portfolio, product or lifecycle management are not seen as a
customer of these structures, because they are more like suppliers and managers of the
data and the structures. The figure shows that product data management is affecting all
areas of the business and this fact underlines its importance. Even if a stakeholder
makes most of its use in one of the three structures, the existence of all structures is
essential for all stakeholders, because the structures are linked together. The structures
are linked together so the stakeholder affects or benefits directly or indirectly from all
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three views. The structure data in every structure needs to be consistent to ensure proper
functioning in every business area.

PDM Customer views
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Figure 19: PDM product structures and their relationship to internal customers

3.4 Lifecycle State Information
3.4.1 General Lifecycle State Information
Lifecycle states do exist on respective items in the portfolio. The amount of lifecycle
states is depending on the item. For a certain item the need of amount of lifecycle states
is higher than for other. Lifecycle states are managed with lifecycle management and
decision making is basis for a change in a lifecycle state of an item. The lifecycle
management have predefined the lifecycle process with the lifecycle states for each
portfolio item. The decision making teams with decision making criteria for each
lifecycle state executes decisions for items, like products, during their lifetime. The case
company is having one decision making criteria for product level item. The product
level decision making criterion is having seven decisions and seven lifecycle states. For
release level there is own more specific criterion with ten decisions and states.
A single object type in the case company’s PDM system has predefined amount of
lifecycle states. When object type is defined into the PDM system the amount of
lifecycle states is defined. It is not possible to change the amount of lifecycle states of
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an object type after it is taken in use or at least the lifecycle state changes are major
changes to execute. In the PDM system the amount of object used for embodying
release item has the same amount of lifecycle states than in the decision making criteria.
The lifecycle decision making process is fully supported by the PDM system and every
decision is stored as a state in the system. On the product level the PDM system is not
having enough lifecycle states to support the lifecycle decision making process. The
situation is that after some of the decisions they are not stored as a lifecycle state in the
system. There are inconsistency between decision making process and capability of the
PDM system. In the ideal situation the PDM system supports the decision making
process totally and all states are stored properly.
In this research the product level lifecycle decision states are the most relevant. The
lifecycle states of the product level item are presented with definitions in the table 2.
Table 2: Current product level lifecycle states
Lifecycle state

Definition

Concept

At concept state an idea of a product, new feature or portfolio has been
recognised and vaguely defined.

Business Planning

At business planning state the idea has been clarified so that financial
business planning can be executed for the idea. During the business
planning different estimates are created, for example what is the market
potential.

Implement

When the idea reaches the implement state it will be transform from idea
to a product and market entry decision is made. At implement state the
company is committed to the product. Commitment means that
development schedules are created, resources are allocated and targets
for sales and market share are set.

Growth

On the growth phase the market launch has been executed and it is
recognised that the demand for the product is rising continuously.
Currently in the case company the use of this state is not consistently in
use.

Maintain

The product can be set to the maintain state, when the company
perceives that there is a need to reduce allocated resources of the
product. The need can rise from targeted profitability or market share has
been achieved. The product in maintain state will have lower amount of
new updates compared to products in growth state.
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Ramp Down

When the product does not give any reasonable contribution to the
company portfolio or it does not generate monetary value, it will be set
into the ramp down state. Market exit decision has been realised before
an item is set to ramp down state. At the ramp down state the business
of the product is ran down according to a schedule set by decision making
team.

Obsolete

At the obsolete state the product is removed from the portfolio and it is
not supported anymore. Contractual and legal commitments are closed
down.

The lifecycle states presented in the table exist in the case company’s decision making
process. The lifecycles and management of lifecycles are in the scope of this research
from the beginning of lifecycle state ‘Implement’ afterwards, because the states
‘Concept’ and ‘Business Planning’ are part of new product development process and
commitment for the product has not been made.
3.4.2 The Relation of Different Level Items Lifecycle States and Current lifecycle
states of Portfolio
The current state of the lifecycle states of portfolios, products and releases is presented
in the figure 20 according to the decision making process and the capability of the PDM
system in the case company. The figure is representing possible lifecycle of states of
each item level. The name of the lifecycle state is indicated on the each bar. On the
portfolio level there are currently planned only three states, because there are only three
decisions points predefined at the moment. The reason for having only three states is
that with the fewer amount of lifecycle states and decisions the management process is
more simplified. Portfolio level decision making process and the amount of lifecycle
states are not fully implemented yet and there is still possibility for changes.
The figure 20 presents that when the portfolio is created, it will be set straight to a
‘maintain’ state. During the time the portfolio is on the ‘maintain’ state it is not
managed actively and its lifecycle is not changing. The lifecycle state of the portfolio
changes when there is a need to start ramp down for the portfolio. The beginning of the
portfolio ramp down will initiate the ramp down processes for lower level items. After
the ramp down of lower level items is completed the portfolio itself is ready to obsolete.
The obsolescence means that the particular item does not exist anymore and it is not
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supported by the company. For the portfolio level lifecycle management in the PDM
system there are possibility to have more accurate and active lifecycle management. On
the product level there are only five possible lifecycle states, which are currently limited
by the PDM system. The decision making process is having more decisions and states
on the product level that the PDM system is able to support for the object type used for
embodying products. In the figure 20 the lifecycle states presented are the ones which
are supported and used in the current PDM system. On the release level the decision
making process and PDM system are synchronised. The 11 states are possible to set in
the PDM system and the decision making process is consistent with it on the release
level.

Figure 20: Current portfolio, product and release lifecycle states
The figure 20 represents that there are relation between the lifecycle states of these three
items. The lifecycle states are nested with each other. At the first there is the product
portfolio, then the first product project is initiated and then the creation of the first
release of the product is started. During the time when the portfolio is on the ‘maintain’
state all product development will be committed. When the portfolio exists and is active
it is on the ‘maintain’ state. After the company sees that the product portfolio is not
worth of investing anymore, decision is made to ramp down the portfolio. When the
decision is made for ramping down the portfolio, it will affect on lower levels also as an
indication for ramp down. When the product is set for ramp down, then it will be
decided which release is going to be the last one to develop and support. While
committing the ramp down decision, a schedule needs to be determined for the end of
the ramp down. The ramp down process for the release is more complex as there are
four different states of ramp down: ready for ramp down, end of marketing, end of
ordering and end of deliveries. When the very last release of the product is set to
obsolete, the product is ready for setting into an ‘obsolete’ state. When the last product
of the portfolio is set to obsolete, the portfolio is ready for the ‘obsolete’ state.
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In the case company the lifecycle state related decision making is currently performed
accurately on the release level. On the product level the first decisions are made
properly, but after that the decision making practices have not been consistent. In other
words all products are not following similarly the process of suggested lifecycle
management. One of the main challenges is that the decision for ramping down products
is made in an inconsistent way. With having a challenge in the ramp down process the
amount of products in the portfolio will rise and the portfolios are managed inactively.
The figure 21 shows lifecycle states with related decision making.

Figure 21: Current portfolio, product and release lifecycle state and decision
making process
On the lifecycle states of portfolio, product and release items, the decision making
process is introduced in the figure 21. The relation of decision making points is
indicated by dotted arrows. The dotted arrows visualize the decision making process.
There are three decisions for the three lifecycle states of portfolios. On the release level
the decision making and the PDM states are consistent. On the product level the amount
of decisions is higher than the PDM system is allowing for the object type of products
to use. The situation of more decisions than lifecycle states causes problem where the
PDM is not indicating properly what the actual current state of a product is. The
decision made has to be stored for example in excel files or meeting memos. This
situation is in contradiction with the idea of PDM system, which should act as a master
data system where all relevant lifecycle data is stored consistently. On the product level
the lifecycle states from the new product development phase ‘concept’ and ‘business
planning’ are not stored in the PDM system. There exists a decision for the ‘growth’
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state in the decision making process, but in the PDM system the state stays the same as
the object type of the product is not supporting the amount of states needed.
The decision for transforming from ‘growth’ to ‘maintain’ state is currently not made at
all, but it is planned to be implemented and it is already part of the decision making
process. The idea of having ‘growth’ and ‘maintain’ states is to change the investment
status of the product. When the lifecycle of the product is changed from ‘growth’ to
‘maintain’, it is considered that the product has reached its maturity in the market and
new major product development investments are not needed anymore and the size of a
product updates will be smaller after this point. This will mean also that frequency of
new releases of the product will be lower. The problem here is that the PDM system is
not supporting the needed lifecycles for the decision.
At the beginning of the lifecycle of the product the states ‘concept’ and ‘business
planning’ do not exist in the PDM. The lifecycle before the lifecycle state ‘implement’
is out of the scope of this research as it is completely part of the product development,
where commitment for a product has not been made yet. A new product is set into the
PDM system during ‘concept’ and ‘business planning’ states and in the PDM system the
first state is called ‘create’. When the commitment decision is made, the product will be
in ‘implement’ state in the decision making process and in the PDM system.

3.5 Stakeholder Concerns
When executing development plans and activities it is vital to understand the needs and
limitations set by different stakeholders. For a single issue there are several different
perspectives and for the same matters there are different needs. Also for this research it
is important to analyse which stakeholders are relevant and what are their needs and
limitations. Based on conversation with the case company representatives it is
concluded that the five stakeholders shown in the figure 22 are the one whose input is
relevant. The stakeholders are portfolio management team, product management,
finance & control, sales and product data and structure management.
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Figure 22: Relevant stakeholders for the research

The scope of this study relies on portfolio level items and related decision making
practices and lifecycle management. This fact constrains the amount of stakeholders.
Because portfolios are meant to internal decision making it is not relevant to involve
external stakeholders like suppliers, partners, contract manufacturers or customers.
Portfolios are not going to affect on Bill of Materials of products as portfolio is only
grouping of product items. That is why it is not relevant to involve procurement,
production activities or after sales services. The sales as a stakeholder is important,
because its responsibility is to sell products and report what items are sold. That
information is the basis for reporting. The reporting is executed by finance & control
department and its presence in this study is noteworthy. Product management is
responsible of nearly everything that is related to the products. Their opinions are
applicable when defining which products belong to which portfolios. Product data and
structure management understands how items are created and mapped in PDM and other
information systems. The portfolio management itself is the perspective this research is
committed and its presence in this development activity is obvious.
3.5.1 Portfolio Management Team
The objectives of product portfolio management introduced in chapter 3.2 are general,
strategic level objectives and their scope is whole portfolio management at the corporate
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level. To scale down the scope from the corporate portfolio level to scope of this
research, portfolio management, or Portfolio Management Team is having following
objectives.
Portfolio Management Team has its objective to create and maintain portfolio
management practices and processes. Its mission is to support portfolio management
process for decision making purposes. In general its goal is to give a set of tools for
higher management to have a control over products of the company. The team has its
concern on the fact that current decision making, which affects on lifecycle states, do
not reflect on the product data management system seamlessly. From the portfolio
management point of view it would be ideal that all products of the company are
assigned into the portfolios. Also these portfolios should have a lifecycle state that they
can be managed by their lifecycle. Portfolio management would like to have lifecycle
states for all relevant items and functional decision making processes to determine and
influence on those lifecycle states.
Reporting is one function that is in the scope of portfolio management. Portfolio
management would like to have properly working reporting practices for portfolio level.
As the reporting is a one basis for decision making, it should be available also on
portfolio level. Reporting includes financial reporting and operating expenses.
Conclusion of the generic objectives of Portfolio Management:
-

Functional portfolio level decision making processes with correct granularity
that are supported by all relevant stakeholders and information systems.

-

Portfolio related data and decisions exist and are stored in an appropriate way

-

To have a possibility to manage actively lifecycles of portfolios and products

-

Offer portfolio level reporting on operating expenses and sales

3.5.2 Finance and Control
Finance and Control (F&C) is responsible of financial reporting and financial
controlling over the company. For financial reporting in a multinational large
corporation, there are strict legal rules on reporting practices. That fact affects on
intentions of the financial department. F&C would like to keep the portfolio structure as
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the same during a fiscal year. Changes in the portfolios, for example creating a new
product portfolio, can cause challenges and lot of manual work at F&C, as they need to
execute the financial reporting and financial planning. Ideally F&C requests that
changes would be implied only once a year. As it is not maybe possible wait every time
until the end of the year to do changes to the portfolio structure, F&C would at least
request that changes would be grouped together and requested once per quarter. In
F&C it is seen as a problem that financial reporting of portfolios might cause too much
manual work, because the current reporting information systems are not flexible to have
automated reporting on portfolio level. As the high amount of items in their system,
mapping the financial figures to each portfolio manually is too much manual labour to
execute constantly. F&C would like to have automated solution when defining
portfolios into their systems. Currently it is not decided how the reporting financial
figures on the product portfolios will be executed.
3.5.3 Product Data and Structure Management
Product data management as a stakeholder would like to use current objects in the
product data management system available. Their interests is try to implement
suggestions from portfolio management by using the current objects, attributes and
relationships. It was stated that if it is mandatory to create something new for the
portfolio management it is still possible, but there has to be proper reasoning for
changing the system. It is interest of both portfolio management and product data
management that the portfolios are mapped into the master data system and relevant
products are linked to the portfolios.
3.5.4 Sales
The information of the internal product portfolios used for decision making and
management is not main interest for sales. Sales would be interested more about sales
product portfolios, which would be useful in sales process. Allocating sales is a
responsibility of sales department and implementation of reporting practices for the
portfolio level can cause actions at sales department. New reporting requirements would
mean extra effort for sales. As the implementation of new reporting practices is out of
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scope of the research, the interests of sales department are not key issues for this
research.
3.5.5 Product Management
Product management is the owner of portfolio items, like portfolios and products.
Product management initiate and prepares information for decisions made in portfolio
management teams. Product management is responsible of creating business cases,
maximizing value of individual products or product lines on operational level, managing
profitability and competitiveness. It is also interest of product management that products
and portfolios are created and stored in the PDM system. Product management have
defined the product level they want to have financial reporting. The product
management is interested to see sales figures even below the product level. Currently
reporting practices is planned to support this need of product management.

3.6 Requirements for the PDM System in the Case
The requirements for the PDM system in the case company emerged during the
background and current state analysis. The product portfolio management precondition
analysis conducted illustrated the current progress in the product portfolio management.
The analysis is used as a basis for generating the requirements for the PDM system to
solve existing challenges.
At first, the PDM system has to be able to implement an element that embodies
portfolios. The PDM system has to have a proper object type that can be used for
portfolio purposes. The portfolio is used for grouping of other objects, like products.
The object type used for portfolios has to be able to group other objects with relevant
relationship. The relationship would connect products to portfolios. The amount of
available attributes on the object has to be sufficient. Also the quality and possible
values of the PDM object has to be satisfactory to store all relevant portfolio
information. Also portfolio lifecycle information is stored into the PDM system.
Portfolios are having lifecycle states based on decision making process of the company.
The PDM object needs to have enough lifecycle states to have consistency between the
decision making process and lifecycle information stored in the PDM. It is
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recommended that names of lifecycle states would match with the needs of portfolio
lifecycle management. The idea of the PDM system is to act as a master information
database and offer information to other systems. The PDM system needs to have ability
to synchronise information with other relevant management systems, like sales
configuration tool, financial reporting system, Enterprise Resource Planning system,
company’s intranet and executive management dashboard. It is not relevant to
synchronise the portfolio with all data systems and with all users. The ability to restrict
synchronisation and access to the information is also required from the PDM system.
The case company is changing the PDM system from the current to a new one. In the
new system object types and relationships can be different. Also the amount of lifecycle
states might differ. As this research and implementation will be done with the current
PDM system, there need to be possibility to transfer the information from the current
system to the new one. It is required to have a method on converting objects and
relationships from the current system to the new system.
Conclusion of the requirements for the PDM system:
-

Have a PDM object for embodying product portfolio

-

Quantity and quality of attributes has to be sufficient to store all portfolio
information

-

Existence of a relationship for connecting products to portfolios

-

Quantity and quality of possible lifecycle states are required to be sufficient to
execute active lifecycle management.

-

Possibility to integrate portfolio information with other management systems
and ability to limit the access from unauthorised systems and users

-

Possibility to convert PDM objects, relationship and data from current PDM
system to the new PDM system
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4 CONSTRUCTED PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE AND LIFECYCLE
STATES
4.1 Overview of the Construction
The construction is based on suggestions from literature, objectives of portfolio
management, current practices and IT systems of the case company and opinions of
relevant stakeholders. The structure of the construction is following:
-

Definition of portfolio package (responses to RQ2)

-

Portfolio package in product structure (responses to RQ1)

-

Lifecycle states of portfolio package and their relation to other items
(responses to RQ2)

The case company is implementing product portfolio management processes during this
research. The construction is including issues that has already in use, will be taken in
use as it is and suggestions what should be good practice to take in use in the future.

4.2 Definition of Portfolio Package
Portfolio packages are the basis of product portfolio management. The portfolio
package is an implementation of product portfolio connecting portfolio management
functions like decision making to information systems. The portfolio packages are the
product portfolios implemented in the company’s information systems and managed in
product portfolio management as investments. Products are divided under the portfolio
packages. One portfolio package consists of one or more products, systems or solutions.
A single package is intended to address a specific market segment defined by the
company, which is the main driver to define a portfolio package. The portfolio packages
are created on a level that a single portfolio is significant enough to be in knowledge
and under follow-up of the CEO and other executive management. This means that each
portfolio has to have substantial monetary value and strategic significance. The portfolio
packages are created based on how the company analyzes and tracks its product
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portfolio. The portfolios are intended to planning and analysing, measuring market size,
market share, revenue, gross profit and operational expenses on a higher level than a
product level, but having a capability of financial measurements and reporting below
business line level. The goal is to be able to do planning and decision making not only
on business line level, but also on portfolio package level, which has higher, more
specific, granularity. The existence of the portfolios offers more precise control over
products for executive management. The portfolio packages structure will also made it
possible to analyse better how individual products affects each other and to the
company. The portfolio package structure data will be stored in the product data
management system. The portfolio packages are independent of organisation structure.
The following figure 23 illustrates the functions of the portfolio package. The functions
are portfolio management itself, a view over market segments by portfolios, package
level sales reporting and annual financial planning on portfolio level.

Portfolio Management:
Cross-functional operation
managing package related
matters to ensure strategic
fit

Market View:
Packages are representing
market segments

Portfolio
Packages
Sales Reporting:
Sales is reported on
package level

Financial Planning:
Planning annual sales
expenses and profitability
for package level

Figure 23: Portfolio packages with main functions

The case company’s portfolio packages are taken as predefined for the research. The
actual products that belong to each portfolio package have been mapped during this
research in co-operation with relevant stakeholders. The actual amount of the portfolio
packages, the names of them and products belonging to them are irrelevant.
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4.2.1 Portfolio Package Information
The portfolio package itself is not highly information intensive object for the PDM
system, because it is mainly only a grouping of products. The main information needed
to store about portfolio packages are name, lifecycle state, description, classifications,
ownership, visibility limitation and possible company or industry specific attributes. In
the table 3 there are general portfolio package information elements listed and the
meaning of each element defined.
Table 3: General portfolio package information requirements for a PDM system
Information element
Name (and identifier)

Lifecycle state

Description

Classifications

Ownership

Visibility policy

Other company specific
attributes

Definition
One of the most important information is the name and the identifier
of the portfolio package. There might be a need for differentiate
between the PDM object name and the actual name of the portfolio.
Differentiating requires more than one attribute. The identifier is a
code that is normally automatically generated for every object created
into the system.
For active lifecycle management of portfolios and for milestones or
decisions, managing lifecycle state is essential. Storing the lifecycle
state in the PDM is the most reasonable way to handle the state.
There needs to be enough lifecycle states in the system to manage
portfolios actively. The amount of possible lifecycle states has to be
consistent with the decision making process.
The description of the portfolio package is optional, but relevant
information to store. The description defines at least what sort of
products the portfolio package consists. It can additionally describe
anything related to the package, like market segment it is targeting on.
At first, classification is mandatory if the same object type is used for
different purposes. Then classification is used for distinguishing
portfolio packages from other objects using the same object type.
Additional or secondary classifications are also important to consider,
because they can be used for linking portfolios to organisational
structure or other information systems.
Ownership is divided into two elements. First there need to be defined
owners or owner group of the item in the PDM system. Secondly, the
ownership of the portfolio in the company has to be defined. For
example portfolio owner in the company can be a product or portfolio
manager.
The idea of visibility policy is to limit the visibility of portfolio
information only to people who need it and for other systems that are
in need of the information.
There can be need for adding additional attributes for portfolios in the
rd
PDM indicating additional facts, for example is the portfolio 3 party
product portfolio or is it customer specific portfolio. It is
recommended to have one or more extra attribute fields for possible
future needs.
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The PDM system used in the company should be able to have ability to contain all the
information presented above. One of the most important attribute is the lifecycle state
information which is also central concept in this research. The amount of possible states
and the names of the lifecycle states for an object used as a portfolio package are
essential to consider. The PDM object that is used to implement the portfolio packages
must have the ability to have enough lifecycle states to be synchronised with the
decision making process. The idea is to store all the lifecycle states of portfolio into the
PDM system, which are changed by decisions made in decision making process.
The amount of object types in a PDM system of a company might be limited. For a
single object type the possible amount of attributes and lifecycle states are predefined.
Using one object type for multiple purposes simplifies the PDM system as the amount
of different object types is fewer. The different purposes are normally having different
needs for a lifecycle management and attribute values, which is creating a challenge for
implementing new elements, like portfolio package, into the PDM system. To separate
the different use of the same object type there has to be an attribute for classifying the
object. Classification separates objects that are using the same object type. For example,
by setting a classification ‘portfolio package’ for an object that will separate it as a
portfolio package from other objects. The classification can be used for sorting purposes
when creating reports and analysing data from the PDM system. Different kind of
classifications can be used on other purposes also. Another use for classification is to
link PDM objects, like products or portfolios, to organisational structure. This sort of
classification illustrates ownership of an item. The needs for different classifications are
also company specific. PDM objects, like products, can be classified based on their
factors like strategic significance, monetary value or manufacturing location. The
additional classifications are possible to implement with additional attributes. Creating a
classification requires always an attribute at the object that can be used for classifying
items. Limiting visibility by having an attribute for visibility policy makes it possible to
restrict the synchronisation of data with other systems and constrains visibility of the
item in the PDM system. All information in the PDM is not meant for everyone or every
other system, because even customers and suppliers can access other information
systems which are using the PDM data.
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4.3 Portfolio Package and Product Structures in PDM system
The situation currently in the case company is that the portfolio packages are defined,
but are not implemented in the product data management system. Mapping the products
into each portfolio is ongoing action at the moment. It is required from the case
company to create the portfolio packages into the PDM system and create the portfolio
packages as a part of the master data system with relevant relationships between the
products and portfolios. The portfolio packages include products and systems. The term
product includes all product-like items in the PDM system. All these sub-items have to
be linked to each product portfolio with a relationship. By creating the portfolio
packages to the PDM system the portfolio information can be synchronised with other
relevant information systems.
A suitable object type was found from the case company’s PDM system to support the
needs of the portfolio packages. The chosen object type was meant also for grouping
other objects together. The portfolio packages are one sort of grouping of product items.
The chosen object type was also used in several other purposes. To distinguish the
portfolio package from other items using the same object type, other classification
attributes were used. The separation of the portfolio packages was done by using two
classification attributes. The first attribute emphasizes the nature of the portfolio and it
defined it as a collection object. The second attribute separates the portfolio package
from other collection objects. The second attribute gets actual value of ‘Portfolio
package’. With this setup, the portfolio packages can be mapped as own objects in the
PDM system.
The object type has predefined amount of different relationship possibilities. It is also
predefined what the use of each relationship type is. The suitable relationship type was
found from the case company’s PDM system. The chosen relationship type supports
connecting all products, which all are not using the same object type, to the portfolio
packages. The selected relationship type alone is enough to connect all below level
items to the portfolio packages. The portfolio packages do not have releases, like
products and systems do have. There is no need to have a connection from the portfolio
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packages to releases. From the portfolio packages the relationships are only to below
level items, because the portfolio packages are the items highest in the hierarchy.
The visualisation of the structure created by objects and relationships in the PDM
system is presented in the figure 24. The portfolio package is modelled on the upper left
corner as it is the highest in the product structure hierarchy. From there it is connected
to systems and products. The systems and products are having releases, but for the
portfolio package there is no need for a release. The portfolio package is not having
straight connection to the sales structure. The connection to sales structure has to be
seen through the product items. In the figure 24 there are only a few relevant PDM
objects introduced. There are no any items from engineering structure, because it is
irrelevant from the portfolio point of view.

Figure 24: PDM product structure with portfolio package implemented

4.4 Suggested Lifecycle State models
4.4.1 Required Model for Managing Lifecycle of Product and Portfolio levels
The case company’s current lifecycle state model included a few deficiencies. The
required lifecycle state model is presented in the figure 25 with the deficiencies fixed by
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adding a change in the portfolio level decision making process and on the product level
change to the capability of the PDM system.

Figure 25: The required model of Portfolio, Product and Release lifecycle and
decision making
In the company it was predefined that for the portfolio level there are only three
decision points. This would make available only two active states ‘Maintain’ and ‘Ramp
down’ for portfolios. When the portfolio is in the ‘Obsolete’ state it is not active
anymore. Based on the literature review on market lifecycle relation to portfolio
lifecycle, it is highly suggested that there would be availability for at least three active
states. A first state for implementing portfolio, a second state for maintain at mature
phase and a last active state for running down the business. With these suggested states
the company is able to respond on different market lifecycle phases as the company is
basing its portfolios on market segments.
On the product level there is a need for a new state in the PDM system of the company.
The new state would be between ‘Implement’ and ‘Maintain’. The new state would be
in the PDM system and also in the decision making process called ‘Growth’. By adding
this change the lifecycle information stored in the PDM system would be consistent
with the decision making process. Currently the lifecycle state transition after
‘Implement’ state to the next state is interpreted from the release level data. It is
recommended that all the product level decisions are actually made and are not
interpreted from other lifecycle data.
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4.4.2 Portfolio lifecycle states in Required Model
Portfolio lifecycle is the central topic in this research as the portfolio package item is
introduced in this construction. As the product portfolio management with the portfolio
packages is currently implemented into the case company, there need to be lifecycle
management plan for the portfolio packages. The lifecycle of the portfolio package is
already presented with relation to the lower level items. In this chapter the focus is only
on the portfolio lifecycle.
The figure 26 presents the required portfolio level decisions and lifecycle states. The
meaning of each lifecycle state is defined in the chapter 3.4. The first phase
‘Preparation’ includes the concept creation, business analysis and planning which are
the activities before executing the first actual commitment decision. The active states
are ‘Implement’, ‘Maintain’ and ‘Ramp down’. The last state, where the product is
abolished, is ‘Obsolete’. With three active states for the portfolio package it is possible
to manage product portfolios as investments.

Figure 26: The required portfolio package level lifecycle model
4.4.3 Recommended Model for Portfolio Lifecycle States
The required model introduces simplistic model of lifecycle states for managing the
portfolios as investments. To have more active portfolio lifecycle management there is a
need for having more portfolio lifecycle states. Higher amount of states will cause more
complexity, which can be seen as a challenge. There is an option to increase amount of
decision points for the needs of more comprehensive portfolio lifecycle management.
Another option is to have a second level of decision points below the current decision
point level. This decision level could be transition level and it would be dependent on
the decision making level.
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In the required model the time when the portfolio package is in the ‘Implement’ state
can be relatively long. Depending on business the time when the portfolio package is in
the ‘Implement’ state can be several years and during that time there are several
ongoing activities related to the portfolio in the company. When managing portfolios as
investments for market segments, it would be appropriate that there are possibilities to
manage the portfolio package during currently suggested the ‘Implement’ state. The
‘Implement’ state starts after the commitment decision is made for the product or the
portfolio and ends when there is a need to lower resources on product development of
the item. The ‘Implement’ state includes all the riskiest phases of the market lifecycle.
By analysing figure 25 it can be observed that there are two actual top-down major
decisions, both starting from portfolio level. The commitment decision, which starts the
‘Implement’ state on the portfolio level, initiates the product development process for
lower level items and the market exit decision, which starts the ‘Ramp down’ state,
initiates the ramp down process for portfolio and lower level items. Other decisions are
more or less bottom-up decisions where the transition of lifecycle state is initiated by
progress of lower level item. Bottom-up decision can be called also as a milestone
decision, because it is initiated when certain state of maturity of an item (portfolio or
product) has been reached. For example when the first release of the product is ready
and it is set into the ‘Maintain’ state it initiates the need for the product to advance to
the ‘Growth’ state. Another example is obsolescence of items, which is initiated from
the bottom level item and advanced on higher levels.
The figure 27 presents the recommended model of portfolio lifecycle states with two
levels of decision points. The two top-down decisions are kept as actual major
decisions, which are meant for the executive portfolio management board to decide. The
transition level decision can be committed also on lower level of portfolio management
teams depending on the significance of the portfolio. The company’s governance model
of portfolio management would define where the decisions and transitions will be
decided. In the recommended model the state ‘Implement’ is shortened and two new
states are introduced. The new states for the portfolio package are ‘Market launch’ and
‘Growth’. With total of six portfolio package level lifecycle states and decisions the
company is able to manage actively its portfolio during its lifecycle and respond to a
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changing situations on the market segment the company is targeting with a certain
portfolio.

Figure 27: The recommended model of portfolio package lifecycle management
Like in the required model the first phase is preparing for the commitment decision. The
‘preparation’ phase is not actual state to consider. Entry to the ‘Implement’ state is the
point where the company determines that they are going to start investing into a certain
market segment and after that point it is time to start the product development of the
first products for the portfolio. The idea of the state ‘Market launch’ is to consider
reasonability to start the market launch. Before setting the portfolio into ‘Market
launch’ state there should be analysis of the market based on first product trials
experimented on the ‘Implement’ phase with customers. During the ‘Market launch’
state the commitments with suppliers and customers are created. For suppliers the
commitment means that the company will purchase materials from them with certain
volume and for customers it means that they can order the new products in the future.
Before transition to the ‘Growth’ state the market launch phase is analysed wheter there
are sufficient amount of demand for growth in the market segment. If the market launch
has been succesful and it seems there is growing demand on the market, the portfolio is
ready for the ‘Growth’ phase. Before setting the portfolio to the ‘Growth’ state, the
decision makes it is possible to retreat if the market launch has been unsuccessful and
there seems to be no demand for the products of the portfolio. The amount of resources
allocated for the portfolio can differ between the ‘Market launch’ and the ‘Growth’
states. When the portfolio is set to the ‘Growth’ state the company has realised that
there are clearly growing demand on the market for the portfolio and achieving higher
market share the company needs to invest more into the portfolio during its growth
phase. The existence of ‘Market launch’ and ‘growth’ states is mainly for the needs of
more active investment management over portfolios.
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The recommended model of the portfolio lifecycle states offers more comprehensive
ability to manage investments on the portfolio level while the risk on the success on
market lifecycle is high. It has higher granularity on decision making and it responses
better to the changing environment of a market. On a downside it is more complex as it
suggests having two levels of decisions and there are more decision points to consider.
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5 VALIDATION
5.1 Overview of the Validation
The validation evaluates the construction, the result of this study. The validation is
conducted against requirements and objectives defined and set in the research. The
validation covers also assessment against the key elements of the constructive research
approach. The validation evaluates in which areas the construction fulfils requirements
and how the research has advanced the progress of product portfolio management
towards their objectives. The suggested models for portfolio package lifecycle are
validated by comparing the models with market lifecycles. The progress in the product
portfolio management implementation is analysed through the preconditions of product
portfolio management from the research of Tolonen et al. (2014).

5.2 Requirement Validation
In the chapter 3.6 the requirements for the PDM system in this research were defined.
The requirements are used as a basis for validating the construction. Each requirement is
listed below with definition how the construction has responded to the requirement.
Validation by requirements:
Have a PDM object for embodying portfolio
From the current PDM system the object for implementing the portfolio package was
found. Also in the upcoming new PDM system there is a similar object that can be used
for implement portfolio.
Quantity and quality of attributes has to be sufficient to store portfolio information
The amount of attributes at the PDM object used for the portfolios was sufficient. All
the information was stored in the PDM system. Also the quality of attributes was
proper. The information model of portfolio package was defined for fulfilling the
attributes.
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A relationship for connecting products to portfolios must exist
The chosen PDM object type is having the relationship that was suitable for the use of
the portfolio packages and products. The single relationship is able to connect all the
product types to the portfolios.
Quantity and quality of possible lifecycle states needs to be sufficient to have active
lifecycle management.
The quantity of lifecycle states is sufficient to implement the required model for
managing portfolio lifecycle. The recommended model for managing portfolio lifecycle
is not supported by the chosen object type in the current PDM system. Implementing the
recommended model in the current system would cause the problem that every decision
is not stored into the PDM system. There would be some sort of replacing solution for
storing the missing lifecycle states. In the upcoming PDM system there is possibility to
have enough lifecycle states for implementing the recommended model. It is suggested
to implement the recommended model of portfolio lifecycle management on the new
PDM system. The quality of lifecycle states, in other words, the names of the states, are
sufficient for the required model, but not for the recommended model.
Possibility to integrate portfolio information with other management systems and ability
to limit the access from unauthorised systems and users
Data from the PDM system is automatically integrated with several other information
systems. These information systems are accessed by several different internal and
external stakeholders even from suppliers to customers. In this case the portfolio
packages are meant only on internal use and the information is not meant to be relevant
for the customers. For example there are portfolio packages that are customer specific
and it is indicated on the name of the package. It would be appropriate not to show this
sort of information for all the customers. In the PDM system with secondary
classifications it is possible to synchronise and transfer data between other information
systems. With defined owner group the access to change portfolios is restricted to
authorised person only.
Reporting activities executed by finance department need to have the information about
the portfolio packages for creating package based reports with reporting information
system. Sales is having own sales configuration systems and it is highly recommended
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to consider is there need to have the portfolio package information on the sales
configuration tools. The reason for having the portfolio package information on sales
tools is the need of allocating sales between different portfolios. The company’s
Enterprise Resource Planning system (ERP) is responsible of business transactions. In
the sales transactions of ERP the information about the portfolio packages is also
important for reporting purposes. All employees who are working with the portfolio
packages are not accessed to the PDM system, but they would need to see information
about the existing portfolios and products related to them. For this read-only need of the
PDM information, it would be appropriate the company to have for example web-based
tool, product information center, where all internal users are automatically accepted.
Integration with product information center of the company is complicated, because also
customers have access to the system. The portfolio information from product
information center would be useful for internal users, because all employees can access
product information center, but not the PDM system. The integration with product
information center remains unsolved.
Possibility to convert PDM objects, relationship and data from current PDM system to
the new PDM system
It is known that there is a method how to convert the portfolio data from the current
PDM system to the new one. There is no need for extra manual work when changing the
PDM system in the future. The portfolios created and mapped with the products are
relevant for the new PDM system and there is no need for additional effort to transfer
portfolios from the old to the new system.

5.3 Validation against General Portfolio Management Objectives
In addition to requirements there were objectives of the portfolio management team
defined. It is appropriate to compare the results of this research to the objectives of the
portfolio management team.
Validating by objectives:
Functional portfolio level decision making processes with correct granularity that are
supported by all relevant stakeholders and systems.
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The creation of the portfolios was creating the correct granularity for executive
management decision making. During this research the one main system, PDM system,
were set to support the portfolio decision making by creation of the portfolio packages
as PDM objects and mapping the products inside the portfolios. The portfolio level
lifecycle models were introduced to support the decision making process of the case
company. Implementation of the portfolios in the PDM system is the most important
step when creating system support for portfolios. During mapping of products to the
portfolios there were several challenges caused by complicated and inconsistent product
structure. The nature of the products is complicated as there are different combinations
of hardware, software and services offered. There were a number of special cases in
which defining the correct portfolio package was difficult. The goal was to minimize the
amount of items remaining outside of the portfolio mapping. After several meetings and
stakeholder involvement all relevant products were mapped into the portfolios and the
information was set into the PDM system.
Portfolio related data and decisions exist and are stored in an appropriate way
The portfolio packages were predefined in the research. During the research mapping of
the products was executed and each product was assigned into one portfolio package. In
a few special cases one product was assigned into two or more portfolio packages. The
portfolio package data is now stored in the PDM system and the lifecycle decisions of
suggested required model can be stored in the PDM system in an appropriate way.
There are portfolio data owners defined, who are responsible of the portfolio data
consistency.
To have a possibility to manage actively lifecycles of portfolios
The required model for managing portfolio lifecycle is setting a minimum model for
managing portfolio lifecycles. The recommended model for managing portfolio
lifecycle is offering more comprehensive and active method over lifecycle management.
Both models are feasible for the case company. The required model is supported by the
current PDM system, but the recommended model does not fit fully into the current
PDM system. If the recommended model is implemented, there has to be a special
arrangement to handle extra lifecycle states in the current PDM system. In the future
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with the new PDM system, there should not be a problem with amount of lifecycle
states in the system.
Offer portfolio level reporting on operating expenses and sales
The reporting was left out of the scope of the research, because it seemed that it cannot
be solved during the time this research was conducted. There are suggestions how to
execute reporting practices for the portfolio level, but there is no clear decision made
what will be the reporting practice.

5.4 Validation against the Elements of Constructive Research
The five key elements of constructive research were present in the introduction. It is
relevant to validate against the key elements of the research approach to see was the
chosen research approach successful.
Connection to earlier theory
The results of the study have notable connection to the literature of the topic. Findings
and suggestion based on the product data management system are in line with literature
of PDM system principles. The product portfolios and governance models in the case
company and in the literature are coherent. The lifecycle management of a portfolio
item, which is used for internal product investment management, is not familiar in the
literature. The connection to theory was present through lifecycle of a market, which
represented a basis for the lifecycle of the portfolio package. The results show that the
connection between the market lifecycle and the portfolio package is relevant.
Practical significance
The results and the actions committed during the research have been practically
significant for the case company. Creation of the constructed product portfolio
management structure and lifecycle states model has been relevant information for the
company. Mapping of the products into portfolios, implementing portfolio package into
the PDM system, connecting products with portfolios in the PDM and analysing two
options for a lifecycle model of the portfolio package have been actions that are
valuable for the case company. With the products mapped into the portfolios the case
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company is able to execute better portfolio analysis and understand the state of the
portfolio as a whole and as an individual portfolio packages.
Usability in real-world
Usability of the results has been proven in real-world by implementation of the portfolio
packages and relationships in the PDM system of the case company. The need for the
portfolio packages existed before the study was conducted. During the study the
portfolio packages were defined and created to the PDM system. The portfolio packages
are the items which are used in portfolio decision making. The challenge with realworld usability is that the recommended model of portfolio lifecycle management
suggested in the study cannot be used with the current PDM system in the case
company. For this issue the solution is the fact that the company will transform to using
a new PDM system, where possible new lifecycle states are possible.
Participants learning during the process
The company representatives who participated in the research gained more thorough
understanding of the current situation of product portfolio management at operative
level. The principals of the company PDM system were learned. It was also revealed to
the participants how all products are embodied in the PDM system and what kind of
issues different practices of modelling products is causing. The understanding of
different stakeholder perspectives and needs towards product structure and products
itself were improved.
Theoretical contribution
The research supported the fact that matching product portfolios with market segments
is making sense also in this case. The basis for lifecycle states and decision making for
portfolio level can be interpreted from the known lifecycle model of a market. By
having product portfolios representing market segments a company can have proper
control over its targeted market segments. The two models suggested for the lifecycle
management of a portfolio are relevant contributions of this research. Both, 4-phase and
6-phase models are possible to introduce generally to other companies. The generic
information model of the portfolio package item is theoretically relevant as it presents
general attributes and values for a portfolio item.
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5.5 The Portfolio Package Lifecycle Model Validation against Market
Lifecycles
5.5.1 The lifecycle State Model of the Current State
The portfolio package represented a single market segment for the company. In the
literature there exists generic lifecycle of a market. Comparing the market lifecycle with
the lifecycle models of the portfolio package in the case company is meaningful.
In the figure 28 the current state of the company in portfolio package lifecycle states
and decisions compared to the generic market lifecycle. The lifecycle states of the
current situation in the company are at the top of the figure. The generic market
lifecycle states are at the bottom of the figure. The figure demonstrates sales over time.
The ‘maintain’ state of portfolio package lifecycle management covers three states of
the market lifecycle. The time from the introduction of a market to the end of maturity
phase is relatively long time and the needs of the market are changing. With this
lifecycle model there is no active management over the portfolios. Activities to run
down the business of a portfolio are controlled with decisions and lifecycle states.
Activities to introduce and grow business at the portfolio level are missing from the
lifecycle management perspective.
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Figure 28: The current state of portfolio package lifecycle compared to generic
market lifecycle phases
5.5.2 The Required Lifecycle State Model
In the following figure 29 the relation of the market lifecycle and required four phased
lifecycle model for portfolio package is demonstrated. The model suggests that when a
company realizes a new market opportunity, it will create a new portfolio for it and start
product development. After the first decision the state of portfolio is ‘implement’. The
state would be same over introduction and growth phases of a market segment. When
the company realizes that the market segment is getting into maturity phase, the
company will set the portfolio to ‘maintain’ state. The change of the state affects on the
investments and new product introduction intervals of that particular portfolio. During
the maintain phase there is no need for intensive product development and interval for
new product releases can be lower. The required model responses better to the changes
of the market lifecycle than the current state model.
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Figure 29: The required model of portfolio package lifecycle compared to generic
market lifecycle phases
The decision between ‘Implement’ and ‘Maintain’ changes the investment status of a
portfolio to a lower level of product development activities. To have this sort of
decision is reasonable also on portfolio level because in many cases whole portfolios are
moving to mature phase as a market segments. If we think about example of electronic
manufacturer developing Blu-ray players. The manufacturer is having a Blu-ray player
portfolio. In 2007 Blu-ray players were a growing market and as the technology was
new there were a need for intensive product development. Today in the year 2014 the
market of Blu-ray players is mature and manufacturers are not so actively releasing new
Blu-ray players. In other words the need for investments have changed for whole
product portfolio. This change of a need should be realised as a decision.
5.5.3 The Recommended Lifecycle State Model
The recommended model is compared to the generic market lifecycle in the figure 30.
The recommended model introduces two new lifecycle states ‘Market launch’ and
‘Growth’. The state ‘Growth’ of the recommended model is a match with the growth
phase of the market lifecycle. The states ‘Implement’ and ‘Market launch’ are both
occuring during the introduction phase of the market lifecycle. The amount of lifecycle
states in the recommended model is higher than in the market lifecycle. The existence of
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the state ‘Market launch’ is still justified. Before the market is in growth phase the
demand on market is unpredictable and the amount of changes in a business
environment is high. The market lifecycle figure shows the development of sales in
ideal environment, but in many cases the sales in market does not raise as it is predicted
in the first place. The introduction phase is the most critical in terms of realisation of the
demand. That is why it is reasonable to have a decision point during the introduction
phase. If it seems that there will not be sales on this market segment, the company can
retreat from the market and allocate resource on more profitable portfolios.

Figure 30: The recommended model of portfolio package lifecycle compared to
generic market lifecycle phases

5.6 Product Portfolio Management Precondition Analysis after this
Research
In the chapter 3.1 presented table of six preconditions of product portfolio management
introduced the state of implementation of product portfolio management in the case
company. In the table 4 the same preconditions are analysed after this research.
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Table 4: Tolonen et al. (2013) Preconditions of product portfolio management in
the case company after this research
Precondition

Status in
the case
company

Contribution of this research

1. Creation of basic
understanding about the idea
and concept of PPM

No contribution on understanding and concept of
PPM

2. Creation of PPM strategic
targets and performance
measures

No contribution
measures.

3. Creation of the strategic
product sub portfolios

Based on predefined portfolio packages the
products of the company in the PDM system were
assigned into the portfolios.

4. Creation of PPM ownership
and governance models

The governance model of the company was
analysed and compared to suggestions in the
literature. Governance model of Tolonen et al.
(2014) is more comprehensive than the model used
in the case company. By setting up ownership
structure for horizontal and vertical portfolios the
company could have more in-depth portfolio
governance.

5. Creation of PPM processes
and tools

In this research suggestions for lifecycle decision
making process were given for the company to
implement. There are still a need for improvements
at the processes and tools for PPM.

6. Creation of the data
availability and reporting

Data availability was created by creating the
portfolios and linking the products into the PDM
system of the company. Creating portfolio level
reporting was not included in this research.

on

targets

or

performance
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6 CONCLUSION
In this research, requirements from portfolio management to the PDM system, has been
studied in one case company. The study was focused on the PDM objects, relationships
inside the information system and lifecycle management on portfolio level. The case
company was implementing product portfolio management practices and before the
study the company did not have planned structures for portfolio package item in their
PDM system. The portfolios were defined, but the products belonging to each were not
mapped. The understanding for the need of product portfolio management, working
governance models over portfolios and portfolio level targets existed in the company.
The initial idea of lifecycle management of the portfolios was present.
In this research results were searched for the following two research questions:
RQ1: What are the required product structures in PDM systems to support product
portfolio management practices?
In a PDM system there has to be a proper object type for embodying a portfolio. The
object type has to have enough attributes to store all the relevant information of the
portfolio. The amount of lifecycle states has to be sufficient with a decision making
process of a company. Ability to manage items lifecycle states and store lifecycle
information into the PDM system is essential for portfolio management. For the object
type in the PDM there has to be appropriate relationship type that can be used for
connecting all products and relevant items to the portfolios. With the relationship type
the actual structure is constructed in the PDM system. The logical structure of the PDM
or portfolio structure as it is in the case company is the most important structure for the
portfolio management. The portfolio items are modelled in the logical structure and the
lifecycle information is stored there. For the portfolio level reporting needs the sales
structure is also relevant as the sales is reported on the items in sales structure. The
connection between the sales and the logical structure has to exist. The technical or
engineering structure is not relevant for the portfolio management.
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RQ2: What are the information elements and their lifecycle states and what they should
be in PDM systems to support product portfolio decisions?
The information model of portfolio package item was defined in this research. The
model included following attributes for information: Name (and identifier), lifecycle
state, description, classifications, ownership, visibility policy and company specific
attributes. By using the model it was possible to set all relevant information of the
portfolio package into the PDM system of the case company. The study suggested two
models for managing lifecycles of the portfolios. The required model included four
lifecycle states and was partly matching with the market lifecycle. The recommended
model included six lifecycle states and supported more active lifecycle management.
The recommended model supported better managing portfolios as investments as it is
having more decisions affecting on resource allocation of a portfolio.
Validation for the results was conducted from several perspectives. In the research
related objectives and requirements were analyzed. The first part of the validation was
based on the requirements and the objectives. There was also validation against the key
elements of the constructive research approach. The suggested required and
recommended lifecycle models for the portfolio package were validated against the
generic market lifecycle. The last analysis in the validation was comparing the progress
against preconditions of product portfolio management after completion of this
research. According to the validation in the study most of the requirements set were
achieved and there was measurable progress in product portfolio management towards
the objectives of portfolio management of the case company.
For managerial implications this research offers the model of portfolio package, which
is a collection of products embodied in company information systems. For portfolio
package there are own lifecycle states for managing the investment status of the
portfolio. The portfolio package offers concretised model for supporting the portfolio
decision making process.
For theoretical implications this research suggests the lifecycle connection between
generic market lifecycle model and the portfolio package. As the portfolios were created
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to represent investments for specific market segments, it is relevant to compare market
lifecycle to the lifecycle of the portfolio package. According to this case the generic
market lifecycle can be used as a comparison or a basis for the lifecycle of the portfolio
package.
This research analysed product portfolio management and portfolio level lifecycle
management in one case company. For future research it is suggested to study whether
ideas of product portfolio and portfolio lifecycle management suggested in this study
are relevant in other companies in similar industry. It should be studied what kinds of
portfolio level decisions are made in the industry and what kind of needs for portfolio
lifecycle states are in other companies.
With product portfolio management implemented in to a company, the company is able
to manage its products effectively as investments. The senior management can have a
view and control over products when the products have been assigned into the limited
amount of portfolios. By managing the lifecycle of the portfolio it is possible to
systematically control resource allocation over the products and ensure better strategic
fit, value and balance in the portfolio.
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